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Abstract 

The diffraction characteristics of light from gratings fonned in anisotropic volume 

and surface-relief gratings are examined. The rigorous coupled-wave equations for 

computing diffraction efficiencies and polarization of light from a volume grating formed 

in anisotropic substrates are derived. A grating made in a uniaxial birefringent material 

with its grating vector within the plane of incidence has the unique property that the 

incident and diffracted light may have different polarization. A holographic polarization 

selective grating was designed and made in dichromated gelatin and experimentally tested 

in a magneto-optic head tester. The perfonnance of the grating was compared to that of a 

polarization beamsplitter cube. The coupled-wave equations for anisotropic volume 

gratings are modified to compute efficiencies from surface relief gratings. The method 

involves applying the Fourier series expansion on the nine pennittivity elements in a tensor 

and subtracting the corresponding elements in the tensor describing the adjacent medium. 

The enhanced birefringence effects which result from sub-wavelength period gratings 

made in a uniaxial material are theoretically investigated. When the natural optical axis 

and the induced optical axis are parallel or perpendicular to each other within the surface 

plane, the phase shift varies linearly with the thickness of the grating. When the two axes 

have an angular separation between them and lie within the surface plane, the phase shift 

varies nonlinearly with the thickness of the grating. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1 Motivation for Research 

Diffraction properties of light from volume gratings fonned in isotropic materials 

have been studied for over three decades since the inception of the use of laser for making 

holograms [Leith 1962]. Many publications on isotropic gratings can be found in optics 

journals; the field is mature. Early researchers have developed mathematical models based 

on scalar theory [Kogelnik 1969] or vector theory [Burckhardt 1966, Kaspar 1973] to 

describe the diffraction process in volume gratings. A group of French and Australian 

researchers in the 1960's and 1970's [Petit 1980] develped the rigorous vector theory 

based on various methods for surface relief holograms. The vector diffraction theory can 

handle more cases than the scalar diffraction theory but is more complex and requires 

more numerical computation. New methods of computation have been developed and are 

constantly being rermed and modified by researchers. 

The original motivation for this research is to design a holographic optical element 

which is to be used in a magneto-optic drive. The requirements are that it be compact, 

light weight, and inexpensive. This element replaces the function of the more bulky leaky 

beam splitter and the polarization beamsplitter (PBS) cube used in a conventional 

magneto-optic drive. Because the author feels that an understanding of the diffraction 

theory of gratings is pertinent in designing a holographic element, a computer program 
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based on the rigorous coupled-wave model for anisotropic gratings was written. The best 

way to learn a theory is to write one's own computer program. The dissertation includes 

an investigation of the diffraction effects from gratings made in isotropic and birefringent 

materials. The rigorous coupled-wave model is extended to describe vector diffraction of 

surface relief gratings made in uniaxial birefringent materials. The numerical model allows 

the evaluation of many possible grating designs prior to fabrication. 

1.2 Overview of Dissertation 

The objective of the dissertation is to design new holographic optical elements and 

extend the existing theories of vector diffraction. It is divided into four sections in four 

different chapters and they are 

1) Derivation of the rigorous coupled wave equations for anisotropic volume 
gratings, 

2) Discussion of the difference in polarization of diffracted and incident light in 
an anisotropic grating; fabrication and experimental demonstration of a 
holographic polarization selective element and measurement of its 
performance. 

3) Extension of the rigorous coupled-wave model for anisotropic volume grating 
to compute diffraction efficiency from anisotropic surface relief gratings, 

4) Enhancement in phase shift of the zeroth order from a grating of sub
wavelength period made in a uniaxial birefringent material. 

The rigorous coupled-wave equations for anisotropic volume gratings are first 

described and the theory sets the framework for further extension of the model. A 
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computer program was written based on this method. In the next section, some unique 

properties of anisotropic volume gratings are described. A polarization selective element 

was designed and made in dichromated gelatin and its performance was evaluated in a 

magneto-optic tester. The original motivation of the research was fullfilled. The third 

section shows how the equations for anisotropic volume grating can be modified to 

include anisotropic surface relief gratings. The approach is to apply Fourier series 

expansions on the nine permittivity elements in a 3x3 dielectric tensor and to subtract the 

corresponding tensor describing the adjacent medium. The last section shows that when a 

sub-wavelength period grating is made in a birefringent substrate where no ±1 orders are 

diffracted, the transmitted Oth order has a larger phase shift with the grating than that 

without a grating. When the natural optical axis of the birefringent material and the 

induced optical axis from the sub-wavelength period grating have an angular separation 

between them, the phase shift vs. thickness of the grating has a staircase or oscillatory 

response. 

1.3 Related Previous Works 

A volume hologram is made by interfering two coherent monochromatic beams in 

a photosensitive emulsion with constant thickness. The two beams come from the same 

source and are separated by a beamsplitter. When two coherent beams interfere, bright 

and dark areas are produced by constructive and destructive interference. The 
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photosensitive emulsion is exposed by the variation in intensity of the interfering beams. 

Holographic emulsions such as silver halide or dichromated gelatin require wet chemical 

development after exposure. The areas on the emulsion which get higher exposure from 

constructive interference give a higher index or transmittance after chemical development 

than areas with destructive interference. When light traverses through the holographic 

emulsion with spatially varying indices or transmittance, it experiences a grating effect 

A classic paper which treats diffraction of light in a volume hologram was written 

by Herwig Kogelnik [1969]. The fonnalism neglects the second order derivatives of the 

coupled-wave equations, an approximation consistent with the assumption that the energy 

interchange between the transmitted and diffracted waves is slow. It can only handle a 

sinusoidal permittivity modulation with the angle of incidence near the Bragg angle. Only 

the transmitted Dth and +1 orders are retained in the analysis, and they are sufficient to 

describe the diffraction effect near or at the Bragg angle. 

Burckhardt [1965] had formulated a rigorous solution for a dielectric grating with 

thick emulsion and sinusoidal permittivity modulation. It can solve diffraction problems 

for both TE and TM polarizations. Some other related early works in the 1960's related 

to diffraction of light were done by Tamir [1964] and Klein [1967]. Kaspar [1973] had 

extended Burckhardt's work by including complex dielectric constants and non sinusoidal 

permittivity modulation by expanding it into Fourier series coefficients. Several 

researchers have extended Kogelnik's analysis by retaining more diffracted orders and/or 

including the second order derivatives of the coupled-wave equations [Kong 1977, 
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Vasentsov 1985, Tho111991]. In 1975, Steven Case modified the coupled-wave model to 

include diffraction efficiencies from multiple gratings in a volume hologram. 

In 1980's, Moharam and Gaylord [Moharam 1981] used two coupled first order 

linear differential equations derived from Maxwell equations and obtained a set of 

coupled-wave equations. He called the algorithm the rigorous coupled-wave method. 

This method retains a finite number of diffracted orders and approximate the electric field 

within a volume grating by a finite number of plane waves. The algorithm is used for 

gratings formed in isotropic media The boundary conditions are matched for the incident 

and exiting media The computation is much more elaborate than the coupled-wave 

equations developed by KogeInik and can handle more cases such as conical incidence. In 

1983, Rokushima and Yamakita [Rokushima 1983] extended the rigorous coupled-wave 

method to include gratings made in birefringent materials, but the incident and exiting 

media are still isotropic. In 1987, Glytsis and Gaylord [Glytsis 1987] extended the method 

to include gratings made in birefringent materials with the incident and exiting media 

anisotropic. In 1989, they [Glytsis 1989] made a further extension to include two or more 

gratings formed in a volume hologram. A review paper which gives a comprehensive 

listing of the papers published on diffraction gratings was prepared by Gaylord [1985]. 

A surface relief grating has periodic thickness variation of the slJbstrate material 

and the index of the substrate material remains constant. The grating effect is created 

when light experiences areas of higher and lower indices. The surface relief profIle can be 

sinusoidal, triangular, and rectangular. The grating can be made with photoresist and 
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chemical etch. An ion beam can also be used to etch away the substrate material to create 

a surface relief profIle. 

A continuing and extensive effort has been made by a group of French and 

Australian researchers since 1960's to develop the rigorous vector theory for surface relief 

holograms. Several methods were developed and extended from earlier works, namely the 

Rayleigh method, the Waterman method, the integral method, the differential method, and 

the modal method. A compilation of papers from various authors describing the various 

methods is documented by Petit [1980] and discussed by Maystre [1984]. Knop [1978] 

had developed the rigorous diffraction theory for diffraction of light by deep rectangular 

groove transmission phase gratings by solving Maxwell's equations nwnerically. The 

rectangular permittivity modulation in the grating region was represented by Fourier series 

coefficients. The eigenvalues and eigenvectors were then solved for the electric field in 

the grating region. The boundary conditions were applied to compute the forward and 

backward diffracted wave amplitudes and the diffraction efficiency. Moharam and 

Gaylord [Moharam 1982] found a way to compute diffraction efficiencies from surface 

relief gratings by expressing the electric field inside a continuous periodic medium as a 

superposition of an infinite number of plane waves, which is similar to the method used by 

Knop. U and Haggans [Li 1993] have shown that this method converges very slowly for 

TM incident wave in a metallic grating. There has been recent study in lamellar gratings 

made in anisotropic materials. Tayeb et al [1988a,b] used the integral and differential 

methods to discuss the isotropic corrugated substrate coated with an anisotropic layer. 
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Mori et at [Mori 1990] investigated lamellar gratings fonned in an isotropic material and 

coated with an anisotropic layer. Inchaussandague and Depine [1995] used conformal 

mapping for the boundary conditions to compute efficiencies for a surface relief grating 

fonned in uniaxial crystals with arbitrary orientation of the optic axis. 

1.4 Original Contributions 

The original contributions in this dissertation include: 

1) Designing and fabricating a holographic polarization selective element in 
dichromated gelatin, evaluating its perfonnance in a magneto-optic head tester, 
and comparing it with a commercially available polarization beam splitter cube, 

2) Extending the rigorous coupled-wave model for anisotropic volume gratings to 
include surface relief gratings with arbitrary profiles using the multilayer 
approximation, 

3) Investigating the effect of having a sub-wavelength grating period made in a 
birefringent substrate with the grooves of the grating at different angles with 
respect to the natural optical axis of the material. 

Some researchers have made holographic polarization selective elements in 

dichromated gelatin [Huang 1994], [Kostuk 1994]. They have measured the contrast ratio 

associated with changing the input polarization of light However, no one has placed the 

holographic element in an actual system and evaluated its performance. We will see from 

the data collected that the perfonnance of a holographic polarization beam splitter is 

comparable to that of a polarization beam splitter cube used in a conventional magneto-

optic drive. 
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There have been papers written about analyzing surface relief gratings on a 

birefringent substrate [Mori 1990, Depine, 1994, Inchaussandague 1995]. I have 

proposed an alternative way and I believe my proposed method can handle more general 

cases and is easier to implement The approach involves applying the Fourier series 

expansion on the nine permittivity elements in a dielectric tensor and subtracting the 

corresponding elements in a tensor describing the adjacent elements. 

To the best of my knowledge, this is the fIrst time that an analysis has been done of 

the phase shift of the zeroth order from a sub-wavelength period grating made on a 

uniaxial birefringent material. Many papers have been published on sub-wavelength period 

gratings made on isotropic materials [Shiraishi et al 1991, Raguin 1993a,b, Grann et al 

1994, Campbell 1995a], but no one has investigated sub-wavelength grating periods made 

on a birefringent material. 
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This chapter consists of two main sections. The Maxwell equations are defined in 

Section 2.1. We show that the two wave vector solutions to a uniaxial medium are 

characterize by a sphere and an ellipsoid in the wave vector space. The rigorous coupled-

wave method for anisotropic materials is shown in Section 2.2, which is divided into three 

sub-sections. They contain the basic defInition of the coupled-wave equations for one and 

two volume gratings. A method for matching the boundary conditions in a multilayer 

approximation of arbitrary profIles is also shown. 

2.1 Maxwell Equations 

Many of the optical properties of solids can be understood on the basis of classical 

Maxwell eletromagnetic theory. The electromagnetic state of matter at a given point is 

described by four quantities: volume density of electric charge p, volume density of 

electric dipoles called the polarization, P, volume density of magnetic dipoles called the 

magnetization M, and electric current per unit area called the current density J. They are 

related to the macroscopically averaged electric field E and magnetic field R by the 

Maxwell equations 

oR oM 
VxE=-Jl --Jl -

o ot 0 ot ' (2.1) 



VxH=£ aE + ap +1 
o at at 

V.E=-~V.P+.£.. , 
£0 £0 

V·il=-V·M , 
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(2.2) 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

where £0 is the pennittivity and J.10 is the penneability of free space. We are considering 

only nonmagnetic, electrically neutral media and consequently M and p are both zero. 

We are also considering dielectric or non-conducting material, which makes 1 = 0, and the 

above equations become 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

The general wave equation for the E field is obtained by taking the curl of Eq. (2.5) and 

the time derivative of Eq. (2.6) 

(2.9) 

where c = (J.10£0 t is a constant representing the speed of light, P = £oXE is the 

polarization vector, and X is the susceptibility tensor. It is assumed that the 

monochromatic plane wave has the fonn exp i(k· r -rot). Equation (2.9) can also be 

rewritten, for monochromatic plane waves, as 

_ _ _ 002 _ 002 - -

kx(k xE)+-E=--X·E, 
c2 c2 (2.10) 
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where f is the propagation vector and eo is the angular frequency eo = 21t/. The 

component fonn of Eq. (2.10) is 

(2.11) 

and can be rewritten in a matrix fonn, 

("teo J -k2 -e k}cy kjc, Ez c y, 

kykz (~O)J -k;-k; kyk, Ey =0 (2.12) 

k)cz k:ky (1l:30) J _k2 _k2 
C z y E, 

where n = .Jl + X is the index of refraction of the material. If any two of the values TIt, "2, 

and n3 in Eq. (2.12) are equal, then the wave vector solutions for kz , ky , and k, are 

characterized by a sphere and an ellipsoid in k space. Depending on the index values, the 

ellipsoid can be oblate, where the major axis is along the horizontal direction, or prolate, 

where the major axis is along the vertical direction. Another requirement is that the 

sphere be inside or outside of the ellipsoid and they must touch at two points. Two wave 

vector solutions, one reflected and the other transmitted, are on the sphere. The other two 

solutions are on the ellipsoid. The spherical wave vector surface characterizes the 

solutions for the O-waves (ordinary wave); the elliptical wave vector surface the solutions 

for the E-waves (extraordinary wave). The two surfaces which are the wave vector 
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solutions are also called the nonnal surfaces [Born 1980]. The O-wave has its electric 

field perpendicular to the optical axis of the material and the E-wave has its electric field 

perpendicular to the O-wave. An example is shown in Fig. 2-1 for the refraction of light 

into two orthogonal electric fields components in a negative uniaxial birefringent material 

having its optical axis parallel to the surface. The plane of incidence is in the X-Y plane. 

The direction of propagation for the refracted O-wave and E-wave will be such that the 

projected X-components at the boundary are equal to the projected X-component of the 

incident beam. This is required from phase match condition at the boundary in 

electromagnetic theory. The solution to Eq. (2.12) can also be written in vector fonn 

[Knoesen 1985] as 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

where C is the optical axis, k = 21t/A., ko and kE are the wave vectors for 0 and E-waves, 

and no and nE represent the indices for the 0 and E waves, respectively. 

air 

<¢caIaxis 
==-.--------~~~~----,-------

birefringent 
medium 

Fig. 2-1: The nonnal surfaces representing Eq. (2.11) in the X-Y plane. 
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Because the tenn that depends on C is absent in Eq. (2.13), it implies that the O-wave 

experiences the same refractive index independent of the light propagation direction, and 

Eq. (2.14) implies that the E-wave experiences different indices for different light 

propagation directions because of the presence of C. 

2.2 Rigorous Coupled-Wave Method 

To find the diffraction efficiency for light propagation in a birefringent material 

with a grating requires a more complicated analysis than described in the previous section 

because the permittivity of the material is spatially varying. There are several papers 

written on diffraction of light from volume gratings fonned in anisotropic materials 

[Rokushima 1983, Glytsis 1987]. Of all the methods known in the literatures, the one 

which can handle the most general cases is the rigorous coupled-wave method developed 

by Glytsis and Gaylord [Glytsis 1987]. This is an extension to the rigorous coupled-wave 

method for an isotropic material developed by Moharam and Gaylord [Gaylord 1983]. 

Although the algorithm may require long computation time, it can handle more 

generalized cases than other methods with approximations. The explanation of the 

method is described here in more detail than previously reported and serves as an aid to 

help the reader to better understand the derivation. 
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2.2.1 Derivation of Coupled-Wave Equations 

The coordinate system and notations used are shown in Fig. 2-2. The incident 

propagation vector kl is defined as 

k 1= k b x+k l yy+k liZ 
= k 1 (cosB sin a x-cosa j-sin a sin 8 z), 

where k 1= 2xn 1/ A, n 1 is the index in region 1, and A is the wavelength of light 

y=o 

region 3 

y=-s 
region 2 

(grating region) 

region 1 

x 

y 

z 

Fig. 2-2: Coordinate system and notations used in the analysis 

(2.15) 

The angle between the incident vector kl and the Y-axis, which is also the surface normal 

direction, is a. The plane of incidence containing the incident vector and the surface 

normal is rotated by an angle B from the X-axis. The grating vector K is defined as 

K=K;rx+Kyy+K,lz , (2.16) 
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where Kz =2TC/Az ' Ky =2TC/Ay ' K,=2TC/A" and A=~A~+A~+A~ is the 

grating period. The nonnalized incident electric field E in component fonn is 

E = (cos 'I' cosa cos8-sin 'I' sin 8) X+ (cos 'I' sin a) j-

(cos 'I' sin 8 cos a + sin 'I' cos 8) Z , 
(2.17) 

The angle 'I' represents the electric field orientation. The incident light propagation 

vector can be oriented at any direction in a three-dimensional space, including conical 

incidence. Figure 2-3 shows the Bragg condition for the incident and diffracted wave 

vectors in the X-Y plane with the grating in a birefringent material. The Bragg condition 

is satisfied when the incident wave vector, the grating vector, and the diffracted wave 

vector fonn a closure. Also the endpoints of the two wave vectors must lie on the circle 

or the ellipse. 

incident beam 

air 

optical.,;;;8X;.:,:.i:.,..s -.-___ -,--:--~~---:---:----_._----

birefringent 
medium 

Fig. 2-3: Bragg condition for the incident and diffracted wave vectors 
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The X-componets of the incident and diffracted 0 and E-wave vectors must be the same 

in order to satisfy the boundary condition. The electric and the magnetic fields inside the 

modulated region are 

(2.18) 

(2.19) 

where i is the ith diffracted order, kzj = k 1.r - iK;x is the X-component of the diffracted ith 

order, Szj,Sy;,Szj are the electric field components and U zj,Uy;,Uzj are the magnetic field 

components of the ith order, Eo is the pennittivity in free space, and 14 is the permeability 

in free space. Note that since the amplitude coefficient of the electric field of the ith 

diffracted wave S;(y) is a function of Y, the Y -component of the exponential exp( - j~yY) 

has been absorbed into the amplitude coefficients, Szj(y), Sy;(y) , and Szj(y). By inserting 

the field expressions in Eqs. (2.18) and (2.19) into Maxwell equations, 

v x E = - jCJ)JlJl , (2.20) 

where 

the coupled-wave equations shown in Eqs. (2.21) to (2.26) result. The 3x3 dielectric 

tensor e in Eq. (2.20) describes the pennittivity of the material. 

dS:; ··K S ·k S ·k U -+ Jl y:; + J 1: yi = - J 0 zj , 
dy 

(2.21) 

(2.22) 
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(2.23) 

(2.24) 

(2.25) 

(2.26) 

where ko = 21t()... and £1IV(i-P) is the Fourier series coefficent for the pennittivity E .. ~, u, v = 
x,y, z. 

To represent the dielectric tensor of an anisotropic substrate with the optical axis 

in some general direction in space, the rotation matrix 0 with Euler angles [Goldstein 

1957] is fIrst multipled with the dielectric tensor having the optical axis referenced in the Z 

direction [Yeh 1979]. Then the product is multiplied with the inverse of the rotation 

matrix 0-1
• Thus, some of the off-diagonal elements in the fInal matrix may be nonzero as 

shown in Eq. (2.27). 

where 

[EO 
0 

~]n £=0-
1 ~ Eo 

0 EE 

[COS~ -sOl ~ 0] 
n, =[~ 

0 0] [COS V 
-sin '!' 

~] . n=n.n8n• n. = sin, cos, 0 cosO -sinO n. = sin,!, cos,!, 

o 0 1 sinO cosO 0 0 

[

nb + (nl- nb)sin2 0 sin2 '!' 

e = (ni - ~)sin2 0 sin", cos,!, 

(nl-~)cosO sinO sin,!, 

(ni - nb)sin2 9 cos '!' sin '!' 

na +(ni -na)sin2 9 cos2 '!' 

(ni - na)cos 9 sinO cos 'I' 

(ni -na)CJP, 
na +(ni -na)C; 

(n~ - nb )C,C, 

(nl-na)cosO sinO Sin'!'] 
(n~ -na)cosO sinO cos,!, • 

na+(nk-na)cos20 

(2.27) 
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where the optical axis is C = Cxx + CyY + Czi. with lel= I, Cx = sin 9 sin 'If, Cy = sin 9 cos", , 

Cz = cos a. Equations (2.21) to (2.26) can be combined into a matrix fonn 

dV jAV, V =[sx s, Ox v,r ' (2.28) = 
dy 

( - '-] liS .. - --1- - k .. £~£" - 1- ko- k .. ~:k .. s .. k .. E"E, .. - K, k .. £;,IG, 
dy 

liS, C ,- k.] 
- 1-

- - 1- - --1- - IG,£~IG, -1G,£~k .. S. 
dy 

IG,E;'E, .. A],E"E" - K, 
ko ko = j 

dO" (f- --,- i- ikJ (k - --1- k - kj" J - --1- - - --Ik 0 .. 
dy OE"E"E, .. - oE",---;: OE"E"E" - oEu +T E"E"IG, - K, -E"E" " 

dO, ( - - - - --1- ~ J (k- k- --1- M J 
dy koEJQt-koE",E"E, .. - ko OEJ2 - OE",E"E" - ko 

- --1-
-E",E"IG, £",£~k .. -K, 0, 

Equation (2.28) can be solved by using the state-variable approach [Glytsis 1987], which 

involves calculating the eigenvalues and the eigenvectors of matrix A. The expanded 

matrix fonn for tiS, / dy is 

(2.29) 

dS'(-i) 

dl 
S .. (_i) S'(-i) UX(-i) U'H) 

dS,;_ 1) 

dy S .. (_ 1) S,(_ I) Ux(-I) Uz<- 1) 
tiS, = 

dS,(o) 
$ = Sx(o) $ = S,(O) 0 .. = Ux(O) , 0, = U,(O) , (2.30) 

dy dy 
, .. , , , 

dS,(1) S .. (I) S,(I) Ux(1) U,(1) 

dl 
. . . 

S"(i) S'(i) Ux(i) U,(I1 
dS:(i) 

dy 
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kl% 0 0 0 0 0 -iKy 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 klz 0 0 0 0 0 0 -K 0 0 0 0 Y 

~% = 0 0 klz 0 0 Ky = 0 0 0 0 0 (2.31) • 
0 0 0 0 klz 0 0 0 0 0 0 Ky 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 klz 0 0 0 0 0 iKy 

to 0 0 0 0 0 kX(-i) 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 to 0 0 0 0 0 0 kx(- I) 0 0 0 0 

ko = 0 0 to 0 0 i = x 0 0 kx(o) 0 0 
0 0 0 0 to 0 0 0 0 0 0 k xO) 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

. . 0 
0 0 0 0 0 to 0 0 0 0 0 kx(.) 

EmO) E,)')'(_I) Em - 2) Em -2/) 
-I 

Eml) EmO) Em-I) Em - 2I+I) 

Em2) E,)')'(I) E,)')'(O) Em - 2I+2) 
--I 
EY.)' = (2.32) 

E,)')'(2I) Em2/- 1) E,)')'(2/-2) EmO) 

£yx(O) £yx(- I) £yx(- 2) £Yx(- 21) 

£yx(l) £yx(O) £yx(- I) £y%(- 21+ 1) 

£y%(2) £yx(1) £y%(O) £yx(- 21+2) 

£y% = . 
. 

£yx(2I) £y%(2I-I) £y%(21-2) £y.t(O) 

Eyr(o) Eyr(-l) Eyr(_2) Eyr(-2i) 

Eyr(I) Eyr(O) Eyr(_I) Eyr(_2i+I) 

Eyr(2) Eyr(l) Eyr(O) Eyr(-2i+2) 

Eyr = . . 
. . 

Eyr(2I) Eyr(2i-l) Eyr(2i-2) Eyr(O) 
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The elements in the pennittivity modulation matrix for £~, £,z. and £1% with subscripts -2i, 

... , -1, 0, 1, ... , 2i are the Fourier series expansion coefficients of the pennittivities 

Eyy • Eyx. Ey: in the tensor describing the medium. The expressions converge toward a 

solution when more diffracted orders are retained, but the required computation time 

increases. The expanded matrix form in Eq. (2.29) can be represented similarly for other 

coupled-wave equations in Eq. (2.28). 

The solution to the X and Z components of the electric and magnetic field 

amplitudes expressed in Eq. (2.28) can be found by assuming 

411 

Szj(y) = I,C",»i,;""elA .. Y 

", 

411 

Szj(Y) = LC",~,;.meJA .. Y 

m 
411 

Uzj(Y) = I,C",~,;.melA .. Y 

m 
411 

Uzj(Y) = LC",~,;.",elA .. Y 
", 

(2.33) 

(2.34) 

(2.35) 

(2.36) 

where n = 2i + 1 and i is the ith order number. The W's are the eigenvectors and A's the 

eigenvalues obtained from Eq. (2.28). The coefficients C", 's are obtained from the 

boundary conditions, which will be described in a later section. Equations (2.33) to (2.36) 

can be combined into a matrix form 

Sx(Y) 

V(y) = ~z(Y) = W.exp(jAy).C 
Ux(y) 

U,(y) 

(2.37) 
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S .. (-l)(Y) "'i.-I.I "'i.-1.2 W. 1.-1.4/1 
eiA., CI 

eiAzY O's C2 

S .. (+I)(Y) "'i.+I.1 ~.+1.2 W. 1.+1.411 
SZ(_I)(Y) WZ,-I.I »i.-1.2 »i.-I,411 

SZ(+/)(Y) WZ,+I.I »i.+1.2 W. 2.+1.411 
= = 

U.t<-I)(Y) H-;.-I.I H-;.-1.2 ~.-I.411 

U.t<+I)(Y) H-;.+I.I H-;.+1.2 W. 3.+1.411 O's 
UZ(-l)(Y) w...-I.I w...-1.2 ~.-I.411 

Uz(+I)(Y) w...+I.1 w...+1.2 ~.+I.411 eiA4J C4/1 

The dimension of the eigenvector and the eigenvalue matrices are 41l x 41l and the vector 

C is 41l X 1. The eigenvalue matrix is a diagonal matrix. 

2.2.2 Boundary Conditions 

The electric field in region 1 for backward diffracted beams is 

El = EillC + ~)Roiexp(-jkoli .r)+REieXP(-jkEli ·r)], (2.38) 
i 

where the incident electric field is EillC = E exp( - jkl . r), Ro; and REi are the reflected 0-

wave and E-wave amplitudes for the backward diffracted ith order in region 1, kOli and 

kEli are the propagation wave vectors. The electric field in region 3 for the transmitted 

beam is 

£3 = ~)to;exp(-if03I·(r +sy»+TEiexp(-jkE3l • (r +sy»] , (2.39) 
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where TOi and TEi are the transmitted amplitudes, f03i and fE3i are the propagation 

vectors, and s is the thickness of the substrate. By equating the electric fields in regions 2 

and 1 shown in Eqs. (2.18) and (2.38) at the boundary y=O, we can solve for the X and Z 

components of the reflected and transmitted amplitudes for the O-wave and E-wave and 

they are 

U"a iD + Rozj + RED = Szj (0) 
UZa iD +Rou +REzi = Szj(O), 

(2.40) 

(2.41) 

where Rozj' Rozj' RED' REzi are the X and Z components of the reflected amplitude for the 

ith order, and uz ' Uz are the X and Z components of the incident electric field. By 

equating the magnetic fields in region 1 and 2 at the boundary y=O, we get 

koU zj(O) = (k1yuz -klzuy)aiD +kOyIiRozj (0)+ kEyliREzi (0) -klz (Ro,i (0) + REyi(O» 

koUzj(O) = (klzUy -k1yuz)a iD + kzj (ROyi (0) + REyi(O»-kOyliRozj(O)-kEyIiREY/(O) . 

(2.42) 

(2.43) 

Matching the boundary conditions for the electric and the magnetic fields at the boundary 

y=-s, which is the interface between regions 2 and 3, we get the expressions 

Szj (-s) exp[-jiKys] = TOzj(-s) + TED (-s) , 

Szj(-s)exp[-jiK,s] = TOzj(-s) + TEzi(-S) , 

koU zj( -s) exp( - jiKys) = kOy3iTOzj (-s) + kEy3iTEzi (-s) - klz (TOyi( -s) + TEyi (-s» , 

koUzi(-s)exp(- jiK,s) = kzj(TOyi(-s) + TEyi(-S» - ko,JiTOzi(-S)-kEy3iTEzj( -s) • 

(2.44) 

(2.45) 

(2.46) 

(2.47) 

According to electromagnetic theory, the displacement field vector and the propagation 

wave vector are always orthogonal. These relationships are required for the nwnerical 

computation and are shown in Eqs. (2.48) to (2.51). 

fOli • (£lRoi ) = 0 , 

fEIi . (£J~Ei ) = 0 , 

(2.48) 

(2.49) 



t03; . (£3TOJ = 0 , 

tEl; . (£3TE;) = 0 . 
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(2.50) 

(2.51) 

The relationship between the optical axis and the electric fields are also used in the 

computation. The unit vector C1 is the optical axis in the incident medium and C3 in the 

exiting medium. 

Cl'Ra; =0, 
Cl . (tEli x RE;) = 0 , 

C3 • To; =0 , 
C3 • (tEl; XTEi ) = 0 . 

We can rewrite Eqs. (2.48) to (2.55) as 

where 

10~1 Ro~ + IOyj1 Ray; + 10zil Rozi = 0 , 
IE~lREzj +IEyilREyi +IEzj1REz; = 0 , 

10~3To~ + IOyi3T Oyi + IOzi3TOzi = 0 , 
IE~3TEzj +IEYi3TEy; +IEzi3TEzi = 0 , 

C1:;cRo~ + ClyRay; + CbRozi = 0 , 

'i~RE~ + 'iyiREyi + 'iziREz; = 0 , 

C3;rTo~ + C3,TOyi +C3rTo,; = 0 , 

'3~TE~ + '3y;TEy; + '3ziT Ezi = 0 , 

10nl = k~E;al + ko,liEYl'l + Ri,Eul , 

IOyil = k~EYl'l + ko,liEYYl + k.,Eryl , 

10zil = k:n.£ul + kOyliEryl + RirE"l , 

'in = Cl;c., - Cl,kEyli , 

'iy; = Cbkn - CIA, , 
'izi = Cl~EYll - Cl,k~ , 

From Eqs. (2.56) to (2.59), we can find Rayi' REyi , TOyi' and TEyi ' 

Ro,i = -(l0~1 / IOyil )Ro~ - (lOril / IOyil)Ro,; , 

REyi = -(lE~l / IEYil)RE~ -(/Ezil/IEyil)REzi , 

TOy; = -(10:n'3 / IOyl') )To~ - (I0r;3 / IOyi3 )Tor; , 

(2.52) 

(2.53) 

(2.54) 

(2.55) 

(2.56) 

(2.57) 

(2.58) 

(2.59) 

(2.60) 

(2.61) 

(2.62) 

(2.63) 

(2.64) 

(2.65) 

(2.66) 
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(2.67) 

The tenns IOxi3' IOyi3' IOzi3' '3xi' '3yi' '3n and 1£%1"3' IEY,"3' IEz,"3 are defined the same except with 

a change in the subscripts. If we substitute Eq. (2.64) into Eq. (2.60) and also Eq. (2.66) 

into Eq. (2.62). we get Eqs. (2.68) and (2.69). respectively. 

-rl' Ron = -;-L Roxi • 
L\Jj 

(2.68) 

-r3' LO' =--' LO' • %, A n 
L\3i 

(2.69) 

defined the same except with a change in subscripts. If we substitute Eq. (2.65) into Eq. 

(2.61) and also Eq. (2.67) into Eq. (2.63). we get Eqs. (2.70) and (2.71). respectively. 

(2.70) 

(2.71) 

defined the same except with a change in subscripts. If we substitute Eqs. (2.68) and 

(2.70) into Eqs. (2.40) and (2.42). we would get Eq. (2.72). Once Roxi is found. Ron 

follows directly from Eq. (2.68). Similarly. if we substitute Eqs. (2.69) and (2.71) into 

Eqs. (2.44) and (2.45). we would get Eqs. (2.74) and (2.75). 

(2.72) 

(2.73) 
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(2.74) 

(2.75) 

we substitute Eqs. (2.64) to (2.72) into Eq. (2.42), we would get Eq. (2.76). Similarly, if 

we substitute Eq. (2.64) to (2.75) into Eqs. (2.43), (2.46), and (2.47), we would get Eqs. 

(2.77), (2.78), and (2.79), respectively. 

where 

Y;jSo.u (0) + ZJjSO:j (0) - koU.u (0) = -Bjo , 
lijSo.u (0)+ Z2jSozj(O)-koUzj(O) = -Bjo , 
I;jSo.u(-S)+ Z3jSOzj(-s)-koU .u(-s) = 0 , 

Y4jSO.u (-s) +Z4jSozj(-s)-koUzj(-s) = 0 , 

Equations (2.76) and (2.77) can be rewritten in a matrix form. 

(2.76) 
(2.77) 
(2.78) 
(2.79) 
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[~ ZI -k 0 5,,(0) 
0 

Y2 Z2 0 -k 51(0) _[-a] (2.80) 0 

0,,(0) 
- - , 

-0 
0 1(0) 

where ~ = [0, ... 0,1,0, Or· Equations (2.78) and (2.79) can also be rewritten in 

a matrix form. 

[~ Z3 -k 0 5,,(-s) 0 

Y4 Z4 0 -k 51 (-s) 

=m· (2.81) 0 

O,,(-s) 

01 (-s) 

Since the difference between V(O) and V( -s) is only an exponential factor, according to 

Eq. (2.37), we can merge these two equations by combining the diagonal exponential 

matrix with the matrix containing ~, Z3' Y4' Z4. 

~ ZI -k 0 0 5,,(0) -~ 
Y2 Z2 0 -k SI(O) -8 (2.82) 0 = 
i' Z' -k 0 0,,(0) 0 

, 
3 3 0 

Y' 4 Z' 4 0 -k 0 
0 1 (0) 0 

~ ZI -k 0 0 -8 
~ Z2 0 -k W C -8 0 = 
i' Z' -k 0 0 3 3 0 

y' 4 Z' 4 0 -k 0 0 

All the parameters except for vector C are known, and we can solve for C by using a 

computer program. The amplitudes in Eqs. (2.33) to (2.36) and Eqs. (2.64) to (2.75) and 

their corresponding diffraction efficiencies can then be found. 
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The diffraction efficiency is defined as the ratio of the diffracted power and the 

input power along the surface nonna! direction. The energy vector S of an 

electromagnetic wave is the real part of the electric field vector E crossed with the 

conjugate magnetic field vector il multiplied by a nwnerical constant ~ independent of 

permittivity. 

- --. S = ~ Re(E x H ) . (2.83) 

The relationship between the magnetic field and the electric field is 

(2.84) 

where ~ is also a numerical constant independent of permittivity. Equation (2.83) can be 

rewritten as 

S =~~Re[EX(f XE)-] 

= ARe[ Ex(f- XE-)] 

= A Re[f-IEI2 
- E-(E.f-)] , 

(2.85) 

where A = ~~ and the surface normal is along the y direction. Therefore, the power 

flow in the Y direction is 

s· y= Sy = A Re[[IEI2 f- -E-(E.f-)} y] 

= A Re[IEI2 k; -E;(E.f-)]. 
(2.86) 

The incident power is normalized to 1 and thus I Ej /IC1 2 = 1. The electric field of the 

reflected diffracted order R; and the transmitted diffracted order T; are substituted into E, 
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where the subscript i is the ith order. The diffraction efficiencies of the reflected and 

transmitted diffracted orders are 

(2.87) 

2.2.3 Two Superimposed Gratings 

To extend the rigorous coupled-wave method to accomodate two superimposed 

gratings in a volume hologram, the X component term of the second grating vector is 

added to the X component of the diffracted order [Glytsis 1989]. The variable il 

represents the ith diffracted order caused by the fIrst grating and ;2 represents the ith 

diffracted order caused by the second grating. This implies that there is coupling between 

diffracted orders. The X components of the diffracted orders for the O-wave and E-wave 

are then 

(2.88) 

To extend it to handle more than two gratings, the X components of additional grating 

vectors are summed. 

(2.89) 

We will limit our analysis to two superimposed gratings to demonstrate the concept. 

Equations (2.18) and (2.19) with the new k~iz are substituted back into the Maxwell's 

equation in Eq. (2.20) and a new set of coupled-wave equations are derived. 



dU .. 
~''2 + j(4Kly +~K2Y)Uz~~ + jk.,U~~ = 

jko L [E;.tt(~_p,)S.rp,~ + E;;ry(~-p,)Syp,~ + E;.a(~_p,)SZP'~ ] + 
PI 

jko L[E;.tt(~-P2)SxitP2 + e;;ry(~-P2)SY~P2 + E;.a(~-P2)Szi'P2] , 
P2 

kxit~ Uzi,i2 - k.,U n.~ = 
ko L[E~yX(i,_P')S.rp,~ + e~yy(;'_PI)Syp,~ + E;yz(~-p,)S,p,~] + 

p, 

ko L [E;YX(~-P2)SxitP2 + e;YY(~-P2)SY~P2 + e;YZ(~-P2)SU.P2]' 
PZ 

dU .. 
- d;''2 - j(4KIY +i2K2y)Uxiti2 - jkxit~Uy~~ = 

jko L[E~u(~-P')SXP'~ + E;ZY(;'-PI)Sypliz + e~(~-PI)SZPI~] + 
PI 

jko L[E;u(~-P2)Sxi'P2 + E;ZY(~-PZ)SY~P2 + e;D(~-P2)SU.P2]· 
P2 
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(2.90) 

(2.91) 

(2.92) 

(2.93) 

(2.94) 

(2.95) 

The above coupled-wave equations can be rewritten in the same matrix fonn as shown in 

Eqs. (2.28) and (2.29) except now Eqs. (2.30) to (2.32) are defmed differently. Because 

the size of the matrix gets large, we will limit to ±1 diffracted orders from both gratings in 

our example. Higher diffracted orders are obtained by the same method. There will be 

coupling between diffracted orders from the two superimposed gratings. The expanded 

matrix fonn for tiSz / dy is now 



8z(_I)(_I) 

8z(-1)(0) 

8,(-1)(1) 
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a- 8z(0)(-I) 

~=s= S-

Sz(- 1)(- I) 

Sz(- 1)(0) 

Sz(- 1)(1) 

Sz(O)(- I) 

, Sz = Sz(O)(O) 

Sz(O)(1) 

Sz(I)(- I) 

Sz(I)(O) 

Sz(I)(I) 

S,(_ 1)(- I) 

Sz(- 1)(0) 

Sz(- 1)(1) 

Sz(O)(- I) 

• Sz = Sz(O)(O) 

Sz(O)(1) 

S,(1)(- I) 

Sz(1)(O) 

Sz(1)(1) 

U :(-1)(- I) 

U:(_ 1)(0) 

U:(_ 1)(1) 

Uz(O)(_ I) 

, Oz = Uz(O)(O) 

U :(0)(1) 

U :(1)(- I) 

U z(1)(O) 

U :(1)(1) 

Uz(_ 1)(- I) 

Uz(- 1)(0) 

U,(_ 1)(1) 

U,(O)(_ I) 

,0, = U,(OXO) 

Uz(OXI) 

Uz(I)(- I) 

U z(1XO) 

U,(1)(I) 

, (2.96) ay z z(O)(O) 

S,(O)(I) 

SZ(I)(-I) 

SZ(1)(O) 

SZ(1)(1) 

kt, 0 o o 0 0 k" 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
o kt, 0 

o 
o 

o 
o 

o 
o 
o 
o 

000 OkoOOOOOOO 
o 0 

o 0 

~,= 0 
o 
o 
o 
o 

-Kly 

o 
o 
o 

Ky = 0 
o 
o 
o 
o 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

kt, 0 0 000 OOkoOOOOOO 

o kt, 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 k" 0 0 0 0 0 (2.97) 
o 0 kt, 0 o 0 0, to = 0 0 0 0 ko 0 0 0 0 
o 0 o kt, 000 OOOOOkoOOO 

o 

o 
o 
o 

-Kly 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

o 
o 
o 

o 0 ~: 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ko 0 0 

o 0 o ~,o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ko 0 

o 0 o 0 ~: 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ko 

o 0 0 0 0 o 0 -K2y 0 0 

o 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 
-Kly 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 K2y 

o 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 

o 0 0 0 0 o 0 + 0 0 0 
o 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 
o 0 0 0 K1y o 0 0 0 0 

o 0 0 0 0 Kly 0 0 0 0 
o 0 0 0 0 o Kly 0 0 0 

o 0 0 
o 0 0 
o 0 0 

-K2y 0 0 
o 0 0 
o 0 K2y 

o 0 0 
o 0 0 
o 0 0 

o 0 0 
o 0 0 
o 0 0 
o 0 0 
o 0 0 
o 0 0 

-K2y 0 0 
o 0 0 
o 0 K2y 

kz(_ 1)(- I) 

o 
o 

kz(_ 1)(0) 

o 

o 
o 

o 
o 
o 

o 
o 
o 
o 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

o 
o 

kz = 0 
o 
o 
o 
o 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

kz(_ 1)(1) 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

k;r(O)(- I) 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

kz(o)(O) 

o 
o 
o 
o 

kz(O)(1) 

o 
o 
o 

kz{I)(- I) 

o 
o 

kz(1Xo) 

o kz(1)(1) 
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£,,(0) £2,,(-1) £2,,(-2) £Iyy(-I) 0 0 £1YY(-2) 0 0 -I 

£2YY(1) £,,(0) £21)'(-1) 0 £11)'(-1) 0 0 £1,,(-2) 0 

£2,,(2) £2,,(1) £1)'(0) 0 0 £11)'(-1) 0 0 £11)'(-2) 

£1yy(1) 0 0 £1)'(0) £2YY(-1) £21)'(-2) £11)'(-1) 0 0 
£-1 = 0 £1,,(1) 0 £21)'(1) 

" 
£,,(0) £2yy(-1) 0 £1,,(-1) 0 (2.98) 

0 0 £11)'(1) £21)'(2) £21)'(1) £yy(0) 0 0 £11)'(-1) 

£11)'(2) 0 0 £11)'(1) 0 0 £yy(0) £2,,(-1) £21)'(-2) 

0 £1,,(1) 0 0 £1yy(1) 0 £21)'(1) £,,(0) £2YY(-1) 

0 0 £11)'(1) 0 0 £11)'(1) £2YY(2) £2,,(1) £yy(0) 

£yx(O) £2yx(- I) £2yx(- 2) £Iyx(- I) 0 0 £lyx(- 2) 0 0 

£2,.1(1) £yx(O) £2yx(- I) 0 £Iyx(- I) 0 0 £lyx(- 2) 0 

£2yx(2) £2yx(1) £yx(O) 0 0 £lyx(- 1) 0 0 £lyx(- 2) 

£lyx(1) 0 0 £yx(O) £2yx(- I) £2yx(- 2) £lyx(- I) 0 0 

t yx = 0 £lyx(1) 0 £2yx(l) £y%(O) £2,.1(- 1) 0 £1,x(- I) 0 
0 0 £lyx(l) £2yx(2) £2yx(1) £yx(O) 0 0 £lyx(- 1) 

£lyx(2) 0 0 £lyx(l) 0 0 £yx(0) £2yx(- 1) £2yx(- 2) 

0 £lyx(1) 0 0 £Iyx(l) 0 £2yx(1) £,.1(0) £2),%(- 1) 

0 0 £ly%(I) 0 0 £1,.1(1) £2,.1(2) £2yx(1) £)'%(0) 

£)'%(0) £2),%(- 1) £2),%(- 2) £1)'%(_ I) 0 0 £1),%(- 2) 0 0 

£2)'%(1) £)'%(0) £2),%(_ I) 0 £1),%(_ 1) 0 0 £1),%(_ 2) 0 

£2),%(2) £2)'%(1) £)'%(0) 0 0 £1),%(_ I) 0 0 £1),%(- 2) 

£1)'%(1) 0 0 £)'%(0) £2),%(- 1) £2),%(- 2) £1)'%(- 1) 0 0 

E)'% = 0 £1)'%(1) 0 £2),%(1) £)'%(0) £2),%(_ 1) 0 £1),%(_ 1) 0 
0 0 £1),%(1) £2),%(2) £2)'%(1) £),%(0) 0 0 £1),%(_ I) 

£1),%(2) 0 0 £1)'%(1) 0 0 £),%(0) £2),%(_ I) £2),%(_ 2) 

0 £1)'%(1) 0 0 £1),%(1) 0 £2)'%(1) £),%(0) £2),%(- I) 

0 0 £1)'%(1) 0 0 £1),%(1) £2),%(2) £2)'%(1) £),%(0) 

The equations for solving the electric and magnetic field amplitudes and the boundary 

conditions are identical to those in Eqs. (2.33) to (2.82) except that the size of the 

matrices are larger because of additional orders. 
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2.2.4 Matching Boundary Conditions for Multilayer Approximation 

Surface relief gratings with arbitrary profIles made in an anisotropic substrate can 

be modeled by using the multilayer approximation. A relief profIle can be divided into N 

thin layers. and each layer has the same grating period but with different duty cycle. The 

boundaries for three layers are shown in Fig. 2-4. 

incident medium 
0 

1st layer 

-"'1 
2nd layer 

-"'2 
3rd layer 

-"'3 
substrate 

Figure 2-4: Boundaries for three layers 

From Eq. (2.18). the X components of the electric field for the lth and (1-I)th layer are 

defined as 

Szj/(Y) exp[ -j(k,tix -ikyIY+ kzz)]. S,ti(l_I)(Y) exp[ - j(kzjx- iky(/_I)Y+ kzz)]. (2.99) 

where i represents the ith diffraction order. At the boundary where y = -'VI. the X 

components for the two adjacent layers must be equal to satisfy the boundary condition. 

SziI( -'V,) exp[ - j(kJ:jx + ikyl'V ,+ kzz)] = S,ti(l_I) ( -'V,) exp[ - j(kzjx + ikY(/_l)'V' + kzz)] , 

SJ:U(-'V/) = SJ:j(l_Il(-'V/)exp[-ji(kY(/_l) -ky/)'V,J. (2.100) 

Equation (2.100) can also be written in a vector form, 
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(2.101) 

From Eq. (33) in [Glytsis 1987], the equations for the Ith and (/-l)th layers are 

Y,(y) = W,(exp[A,(y + 'V,)])C, , ¥C'-I)(Y) = ~'_l)(exp[A('_l)(Y+ 'V(I_I)])C('_I) . (2.102) 

At the boundary y = -'V" Y,(-V,) and Yc'-I)(-'V') in (2.102) become 

(2.103) 

where -'V, +'1'('-1) = -S(I_I)' From Eqs. (2.101) and (2.103), 

=> w,C, = It('-l) exp[ - jA (I-l)S('_l)]C(I_l) exp[ - ji(kY(,_l) - ky,)'V,] 
=> D(I_l)~'_I) exp[ - jA (I-I)S(I-I)]C(I-I) - W,C, = 0 , (2.104) 

off-diagonal elements (d(l_I),1 );1:' where i:# k, of the M x M d(l_I)) matrix and the off-

diagonal elements of the 4M x 4M D(I_I) matrix are equal to zero. The parameter M is 

equal to 2m+l. 

4M 4M 4M 1 
~~~~ 

:j [ P.l ] [ "'" J[ "'" ] 

[~ 
0 0 

[ 'ih ] [ "'" J[ "'" ] 0 0 

4M{ ~lWlexp(j [ ,....... ][ .... ] -Wl 0 

[, 
4M{ [ 0 ] [0, W,exp( j [ ,....... ] .~ 

[, :1 [ ,.." J[ "'" J[ "'" ] 0 0 PlJ 
[ 

,.." J[ "'" J[ "'" ] 0 0 R4 

1 
~ 

[IJ 
[~ 
[~ 

12M 

(2.105) 
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The matrix for solving a three-layer approximation (N = 3) is shown in Eq. (2.105). The 

M x 4M matrices ~l' P12' ~3' and P14 are obtained from the boundary conditions at the 

first and last surfaces and are defined in Eqs. (B2) - (B5) in [Glytsis 1987]. The 4Mx4M 

matrices -W2 and -W3 are the eigenvectors obtained from the state-variable approach for 

the second and the third layer, respectively. The term exp(Ad) is a diagonal matrix with 

the exponential of the product of the eigenvalue and the thickness of the medium. The 

4Mx4M matrices i\~exp() and D2W2exp() are obtained from the boundary 

conditions in Eq. (2.104). The 4Mxl vectors CI' C2 , and C3 are to be computed in 

order to solve for the diffraction efficiencies. The advantage of using this matrix 

configuration to solve for the CiS is that the expO term may be combined with the CiS 

when the exp() term exceeds the maximum double precision value. The disadvantage is 

that the size of the matrix becomes large very quickly when more diffracted orders and 

more layers are retained for numerical computation. 

Alternative methods of computing the layered boundary conditions are the S

matrix and R-matrix algorithms [Li (to be published)]. These are nwnerically stable matrix 

algorithms for modeling layered diffraction gratings. Recently, Mohararn et al [1995] 

presented another stable algorithm called enhanced transmission matrix approach. These 

methods have a clear advantage in that the size of the matrices do not increase when more 

layers are used. 



Chapter 3: Anisotropic and Isotropic Volume 
Holograms 
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In this chapter, we give sample calculations of diffraction of polarized light from 

volume gratings made in anisotropic and isotropic materials. The rigorous coupled-wave 

model described in Chapter 2 is used to compute diffraction efficiencies from gratings 

made in both types of materials. 

3.1 Properties of Anisotropic Volume Hologram 

For a uniaxial birefringent material, the normal surfaces for an O-wave and an E-

wave are represented by a sphere and an ellipsoid, respectively. For an isotropic material, 

the normal surfaces for an E-wave and an O-wave are degenerate. For this reason, an 

anisotropic grating has the polarization conversion property from TE to TM or 0 to E-

wave when the plane of incidence and the grating vector are in the same plane, whereas an 

isotropic grating does not. Polarization conversion means that the incident and diffracted 

beams have different polarization states. The plane of incidence is defmed as the plane 

containing the surface normal and the incident propagation vector. When the incoming 

beam is at conical incidence, where the plane of incidence and the grating vector are not in 

the same plane, then TE-TM conversion may be possible for both isotropic and 

anisotropic materials. 
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Figures 3-1a,b show that the incident wave vector k; in the mediwn, the grating 

vector K, and the diffracted wave vector k~ are Bragg matched. 

O-wave optical axis 

Figure 3-1a: O-wave incident and diffracted O-wave at +1 order 

O-wave optical axis 

Figure 3-1 b: O-wave incident and diffracted E-wave at + 1 order 
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Figure 3-2a: Diffraction efficiency vs. grating thickness for incident and 
and transmitted O-wave and diffracted + 1 order O-wave 
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Figure 3-2b: Diffraction efficiency vs. grating thickness for incident and 
and transmitted O-wave and diffracted + 1 order E-wave 
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With an O-wave incident at an angle 9; on a grating in a uniaxial birefringent material with 

a grating vector having a magnitude IXI and a tilt angle cp, the diffracted light can be either 

an O-wave or an E-wave. The incident beam is refracted at an angle 9r in the medium and 

the +1 order is diffracted at an angle 9d • The optical axis is along the Z direction. Figure 

3-1a shows the condition for obtaining a diffracted O-wave at the +1 order with incident 

O-wave, and Fig. 3-1b shows the condition for obtaining a diffracted E-wave. Figure 3-2a 

shows the diffraction efficiencies vs. grating thickness for a grating fonned in lithium 

niobate [Glytsis 1987]. The parameter values shown below are obtained from this 

reference. The incident beam, Oth order transmitted beam, and the + 1 diffracted order are 

all O-waves. The 0 and E indices for the grating medium are no = 2.2512 and nE = 

2.1894 at a wavelength A. = l.0Jlm. In the computer simulation, the incident and the 

exiting medium have the same index as the grating medium. The angle of incidence in air 

is a = 60.42° with 0 = 6.47° and 'I' = 0°. The grating period is A = 0.864Jlm and the tilt 

angle of the grating vector is cp = 120°. The relative permittivity tensor elements are 

E.a = Eyy = Eo + (IiI X V / A,)sin(K ·r), 

ED =EE +('33 xV / A,) sin (K ·r), 
E.1)I = Eyx = (li2 xV / A.)cos(K.r) , 

E,I% =Eu =(li3XV / A,,)cos(K.r) , 

E =E =0, 1% ry 

(3.1) 

where Eo = n~, EE = n~, iii = -2.35xlO-4 Jlm/V, r33 = -6.77xlO-4 Jlm/V, li2 = _9.lOxlOos 

Jlm/V, li3 = +4.11xlO-4 Jlm/V, and V / A. = 20V/Jlm. The coefficients rq are the electro-
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optic coefficients and the V / A. is the space-charge electric field. Figure 3-2b shows the 

diffraction efficiency vs. grating thickness for an incident O-wave and + 1 diffracted E

wave. The parameters are the same as before except that the grating period is A = 

1.202Jlm. 

It is also possible to construct a grating in lithium niobate to produce +1 diffracted 

o or E-wave with incident E-wave. Figures 3-3a,b show the required Bragg match 

conditions. By changing the magnitude of the grating vector and keeping the tilt angle of 

the grating vector the same, the diffracted + 1 order can be made either an 0 or an E

wave. Figure 3-4a shows a plot of diffraction efficiency vs. grating thickness for a grating 

fonned in lithium niobate. The incident beam and the Oth order transmitted beams are E

waves and the +1 diffracted order is an O-wave. The angle of incidence in air is defmed 

by a = 60.71° with 0 = 8.33° and", = 90°. The defmition for a, 0, and", are defmed in 

Fig. 2-2. The grating period is A = 0.754Jlm and the tilt angle of the grating vector is 

120°. Figure 3-4b shows the diffraction efficiency vs. grating thickness for an incident E

wave and +1 diffracted E-wave. The parameters are the same as before except that the 

grating period is A = 0.892Jlm. These results are the same as given by Glytsis [1987]. 

The rigorous coupled-wave model for anisotropic materials can also be used to 

compute the diffraction efficiency from gratings made in isotropic materials, such as silver 

halide or dichromated gelatin, by setting the diagonal elements ED' Eyy ' and Eu in the 

dielectric tensor to be the same. 
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E-wave 

k~ I e. 
. - . . . . I . 

air 
optical axis 

Figure 3-3a: E-wave incident and diffracted O-wave at + 1 order 

E-wave 

k~. air 
optical axis 

Figure 3-3b: E-wave incident and diffracted E-wave at +1 order 
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Figure 3-4b: Diffraction efficiency vs. grating thickness for incident and 
and transmitted E-wave and diffracted +1 order E-wave 
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3.2 Holographic PBS in Isotropic Medium 

A holographic polarization selective element was designed using the rigorous 

coupled-wave model, fabricated in dichromated gelatin (DCG), and tested in a magneto-

optic head tester. The purpose of making such an element is to replace the polarization 

beam splitter (PBS) cube in a magneto-optic head in order to reduce its weight and cost. 

Reducing the weight of the head has the advantage of gaining faster access time in 

retrieving infonnation from the disk. 

There are two recording geometries where a grating can be made to have 

polarization selectivity properties in an isotropic medium. One recording geometry is 

where both the object and reference beams are at 45° with respect to the surface normal in 

the emulsion. The grating fonned in the hologram is unslanted, which means the grating 

vector is parallel to the surface plane. If the hologram is illuminated with a p-polarized 

beam, then no light will be diffracted and all the light will be transmitted. 

y 

Lx 
n 

Figure 3-5a: Transmitted p-polarized Oth order and no + 1 order with 
incident p-polarized light 



y 

Lx 

Figure 3-5b: Diffracted s-polarized + 1 order and no Oth order with 
incident s-polarized light 
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If the hologram is illuminated with a s-polarized beam, theoretically all the light can be 

diffracted into the +1 order. The reason why this occurs can be explained by the dipole 

model as shown in Figs. 3-5a,b. When the incident light is p-polarized as shown in Fig. 3-

Sa, the electric field is within the plane of incidence and the electrons orbiting the atoms in 

the emulsion oscillate along the direction of the electric field, as shown by the dark circles. 

According to the electromagnetic theory, the radiation emitted by an electron is in all 

directions execept in the direction of oscillation. Since the angle of incidence of the p-

polarized input beam is at 45° with respect to the surface normal and the diffracted +1 

order is made to be at 45°, no p-polarized light is diffracted because the oscillation 

direction of the atoms and the direction of propagation of the + 1 order are parallel. Since 

no light is diffracted, all the p-polarized light will be transmitted. The dipole model also 

explains the Brewster's angle effect. When the incident light is s-polarized as shown in 

Fig. 3-Sb, the electric field is always perpendicular to the direction of the diffracted beam. 
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Thus, all the s-polarized light is allowed to diffract into the +1 order. If the index of the 

emulsion is about n = 1.5 and the index of the incident medium, which is air, is na = 1.0, 

then according to Snell's law, there is no incident angle in air such that after refraction into 

the emulsion, the reference and object beams are at 45° with respect to the surface nonnal. 

However, a 45-45-90 prism can be used to couple the two beams into the emulsion at 

such an angle. The drawback of using a prism is that it requires adding index matching oil 

between the prism and the hologram before exposure and using acetone to wipe the oil off 

the hologram surface after exposure. 

A second recording geometry which does not require the use of a prism for 

exposure is to set the object and reference beams at 30° with respect to the surface nonnal 

in the emulsion. Since they are equi-angle, the grating formed in the emulsion is also 

unslanted. The reason why the polarization selectivity occurs in this configuration can be 

understood by using the equations derived by Kogelnik [1969]. The equation which 

describes the diffraction efficiency of light for an unslated grating is 

. 2( nAnd AbA) 11 = sm ACOSa
B 

Q. , (3.2) 

where lln is the index modulation, d is the thickness of the emulsion, A is the wavelength 

of light, aB is the Bragg angle, and a,b are unit vectors representing the polarization of 

the reference and object beams. For s-polarized light, the electric fields of the incident and 

diffracted waves are parallel and a· b = 1. For p-polarized light, the electric fields are 
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separated by twice the Bragg angle and a· b = cos(29 s)' The diffraction efficiency 

equations become 

. 2( 1Cllnd ) 
11. = sm Acos9

s 
' 

'1p = sin ,( A:::. COS(29.») . 
(3.3) 

Since we want the grating to perform like a polarization selective element, we can set 

1Cllnd 
---=1C , 
Acos9s 

1Cllnd 1C 
'I 9 cos(29B ) =- , 
I\.COS B 2 

(3.4) 

so that the s-polarized light has no diffraction when the p-polarized light has maximum 

diffraction at the +1 order. This occurs when cos(29B ) = 1/2 or 9B = 30°. Figures 3-6a,b 

show the desired effect when a volume hologram is made with such a geometry. 
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Figure 3-6a: Diffracted p-polarized + 1 order and no Oth order with incident 
p-polarized light 
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Figure 3-6b: Transmitted s-polarized Oth order and no + 1 order with incident 
s-polarized light 
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Figure 3-7: Diffraction efficiency vs. permittivity modulation for a holographic 
polarization selective element. 
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Figure 3-7 shows the diffraction efficiency vs. pennittivity modulation computed from the 

rigorous coupled-wave model. The pennittivity modulation is related to the exposure 

energy. The index for the incident and the exiting media is the same as the average index 

of the grating medium and the thickness of the emulsion is 8.5J.1m. The maximum contrast 

for the diffracted sand p light occurs when the pennittivity modulation is about 0.21. The 

pennittivity modulation is defIned to be the variation in pennittivity about a mean value 

caused by the variation in intensity from the interference of reference and object beams. 

The grating made in DCG was constructed with an argon laser at a wavelength A = 

488nm. The index of the emulsion is assumed to be n488 = 1.59 and the thickness is 

8.5J.1m. The reference beam and the object beam are each at an angle of 24°50' in air with 

respect to the surface normal, and the grating formed in the emulsion is unslanted. The 

holographic grating was measured with TE and TM polarized light from a laser diode with 

790nm wavelength. The laser diode emits linearly polarized light and was rotated by 90° 

to obtain the orthogonal polarization. The index of the emulsion after chemical processing 

is assumed to be "m = 1.35. One criteria for quantifying the polarization selectivity of the 

grating is contrast ratio. The contrast ratio for the incident p-polarized light is defmed to 

be the amount of light diffracted at the +1 order over the amount of light at the Oth order. 

The contrast ratio for the incident s-polarized light is the amount of light at the Oth order 

over the amount of light at the +1 order. The contrast ratio for s-polarized light was 

measured to be about 27:1 and for p-polarized light was 23:1. The commercially available 

PBS cube has a contrast ratio over 50: 1 for s- and p-polarized light. 
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The perfonnance of the polarization selective grating was measured in a magneto-

optic (MO) head tester and compared to a PBS cube. We gratefully acknowledge Tom 

Milster who grant us the permission to use their MO tester and thank Ed Walker in 

helping to operate it. Figures 3-8a,b,c show the experimental setup. Figure 3-8c is a 

drawing of the two photographs in Figs. 3-8a,b. The light from the laser diode fIrst passes 

through beamsplitter #1, and some light is reflected onto a detector to monitor the 

intensity of light from the laser diode. This is used as a feedback to keep the laser output 

constant. The transmitted light is focused onto a MO disk, which is made with an 

optically active material. 

Figure 3-8a: The dynamic magneto-optic head tester with a mirror to reflect the 
signal light to the holographic PBS grating 
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Figure 3-8b: Setup for the holographic PBS grating after reflecting the signal light from 
the magneto-optic tester 

The reflected light from the disk mayor may not have a small polarization rotation, or 

Kerr rotation, depending on the state of magnetization at the spot on the disk. The 

magnetic domain points upward with respect to the disk surface when it records a 0 and 

downward when it records a 1. The different magnetization states on the MO disk 

effectively create a grating structure as experienced by the incident light as shown in Fig. 

3-9. 
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Figure 3-8c: A schematic drawing of Figs. 3-8a and 3-8b 
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Figure 3-9: Grating structure from up and down magnetizaton states 
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The dielectric tensors representing the up and down magnetic domains [Zhou 1992] are 

dielectric tensor for a magnetic 
domain pointing upward 

[ 

£ -IX 0] 
'X £ 0 
o 0 £, 

dielectric tensor for a magnetic 
domain pointing downward 

(3.5) 

where the off-diagonal elements have a difference in sign. The light reflected from the 

disk is diffracted into ±1 orders because of this grating structure. The light on the return 

path from the disks is reflected by beamsplitter #1 and is split again by beamsplitter #2. 

Some light is transmitted and goes to a quadrant detector which controls the servo of the 

optical head for tracking. Assuming there is no mirror between beamsplitter #2 and the 

PBS cube, the light which is reflected by beamsplitter #2 goes to a PBS cube which 

separates the orthogonal components of light into different directions. Two detectors 

collect the light and the signals are fed into a differential amplifier which detects the Kerr 

rotation. We want to substitute the functionality of the PBS cube with the polarization 

selective grating. All the components on the MO head tester were glued onto a platform. 

In order not to remove any component on the MO tester, we placed a mirror between 

beamsplitter #2 and the PBS cube to reflect the modulated light out to a holographic 

grating as shown in Figs. 3-8b,c. Two detectors are placed behind the grating to sense the 

Kerr rotation and the signals are sent to a differential amplifier. The performance of the 

grating was compared to that of a PBS cube and they were measured at 2MHz and 4MHz 

data rate with a spectrum analyzer. The SNR (signal to noise ratio) for the PBS cube was 
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52.9dB at 2MHz and 47.7dB at 4 MHz .. The SNR for the holographic PBS is 51.3dB at 

2MHz and 47.0dB at 4MHz, which are comparable to the values obtained with the PBS 

cube. 

Figures 3-lOa-d show photographs from a spectrum analyzer for the PBS cube and 

the holographic grating at 2MHz and 4MHz. The reason for the lower SNR at higher data 

rate is that the overlap regions between the Oth order and the ±1 orders are reduced 

[Milster et al 1993], [Walker 1995]. The signal is contained in the overlapped regions. 

The overlapped regions are smaller because the diffraction angles of the ±1 orders are 

larger, which is caused by the smaller grating period due to smaller magnetic domains. 

For this reason, the detectors receive smaller signals. 

Figure 3-lOa: SNR for PBS cube at 2 MHz 
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Figure 3-lOb: SNR for PBS cube at 4 MHz 

Figure 3-10c: SNR for holographic PBS at 2 MHz 
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Figure 3-lOd: SNR for holographic PBS at 4 MHz 
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Chapter 4: Arbitrary Orientation of Optical Axis 
in Surface Relief Grating 

We have shown the algebra for the rigorous coupled-wave method for predicting 

the diffraction efficiency of light scattered from gratings formed in an anisotropic volume 

hologram in Chapter 2. In this chaper, we extend the method to include surface relief 

holograms with arbitrary orientation of the optical axis. 

4.1 Previous Work 

Many types of surface relief gratings exhibit birefringent properties resulting from 

the fabrication process. For instance, embossed gratings in plastic materials exhibit both 

stress induced and form birefringence. Surface relief gratings can also be made on 

anisotropic substrates such as lithium niobate, LiNbOJ • These gratings are of interest for 

making polarization control elements. The analysis we propose permits the optical axis of 

the material to be oriented in any direction with respect to the grooves of the grating and 

the surface relief to have an arbitrary proflle approximated by an equivalent multilayer. 

This can handle more general cases than the methods described in previous works on 

anisotropic gratings, with the exception of Inchaussandague' s method [1995]. Glytsis and 

Gaylord [Glytsis 1987] and Rokushima et al [Rokushima 1983 and 1987] computed the 

diffraction efficiencies of volume gratings formed in anisotropic media. Tayeb et al 
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[Tayeb 1988a,b,c] used the integral method to discuss the isotropic corrugated grating 

coated with an anisotropic layer. This method was investigated numerically for the case 

where the optical axis of the crystal is parallel to the ruling direction. Mori et al [Mori 

1990] investigated lamellar gratings formed in an isotropic material and coated with an 

anisotropic layer. Depine et al [Depine 1992] used the Waterman's T-matrix approach, 

which utilizes the Rayleigh hypothesis to compute fields diffracted by a corrugated 

anisotropic grating. The restrictions in their model are that the optical axis is parallel to 

the surface plane of the periodic interface, and the grooves are shallow. Depine and 

Inchaussandague [Depine 1994] used coordinate transformation (conformal mapping) for 

the boundary conditions to compute the efficiencies for a surface-relief grating formed in a 

uniaxial crystal. The plane of incidence is assumed to coincide with the grating vector, 

excluding the case of conical incidence. Also, the optical axis and the grooves of the 

grating must lie in the same plane. Inchaussandague and Depine [lnchaussandague 1995] 

extended their earlier work to include arbitrary orientation of the optical axis in an uniaxial 

crystal. 

The analysis we proposed is discussed fIrst and then we computer simulate the 

diffraction properties of surface relief gratings formed in a uniaxial birefringent material. 

The results show that signifIcant differences in diffraction properties can be obtained by 

changing the orientation of the optical axis of the anisotropic substrate relative to the 

surface relief grating vector. 
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4.2 Fourier Series Expansion of the Dielectric Tensor 

Previously Moharam and Gaylord [Moharam 1982] showed a technique for 

computing the diffraction efficiency of beams diffracted from a surface relief grating made 

in an isotropic material. A lamellar grating is shown in Fig. 4-1. 

region 1 

£ I I £ III 1-~ ; ~ -_ -_ -~~_~!~~ 2 

£ III X region 3 

Fig. 4-1: Permittivity profIle for a lamellar grating 

In their approach the permittivity is treated as a scalar quantity and is expanded in a 

Fourier series 

.. 
£(x) = £/ +(£111-£/) L£"exp(jhKx) , (4.1) 

,,=-
e, =(!)l !(x)exp(-jhKx)dx • 

where £h is the Fourier series coefficient, £/ and £111 are the permittivities of the incident 

and exiting media, £(x) is the spatially dependent permittivity modulation in region 2, A is 

the grating period. and f(x) is the grating function describing the shape. In our lamellar 

grating case, f(x) is the nonna1ized permittivity modulation. To extend this method to 

accomodate the permittivity modulation of a lamellar grating found in an anisotropic 

substrate, we replace the scalar values £(x) , £/ and £111 in Eq. (4.1) with tensor 
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representations. Thus, each matrix element in £(x) representing the modulated region 2 is 

expanded in a Fourier series. 

-
£(x) = £1 + (£/11 - £1) 2,£" exp(jhKx) , (4.2) 

h=-

[

E n,l E zy,l E .rz'/] 
£1 = Eyz,l E",I Eyz,/ 

Eu,l Ezy,/ Ezz,l 

tensor for region 1 

[

En(X) Ezy(X) E.rz(X)] 
£(X) = Eyz(X) E"(X) Eyz(X) 

Eu(X) £zy(X) £zz(X) 
[

EnJII £ZYJII £.rz'III] 
£111 = £yzJII £"JII £yz,1II , 

£uJII EzyJII £zz,1II 

tensor for region 3 tensor for region 2 

.. 
=> £,.,,(x) = £,.",1 + (£,.",111 -£IIV,/) 2,£" exp(jhKx) 

where 

= .. . + £,.v(-2) + £,.v(-I) + £,.v(0) + £,.v(I) + £,.v(2) + 

e. = G)1 J(x)exp( - jhKx)dx , 

£,.,,(-2) = (£,.",111 -£11",1 )£-2 exp( - j2Kx) , 

£,.,,(-1) = (£11".111 -£11",1 )£-1 exp( - jKx) , 

£,.,,(0) = £11",1 + (£11".111 - £11",1 )£0 ' 

£11"(1) = (£11",111 -£11",/)£1 exp(jKx) , 

£lIv(2) = (£lIv,1II - £lIv,1 )£2 exp (j2Kx) , 

where u = x, y. or z , v = x, y, or z, and £uv(x) is the spatially dependent pennittivity 

modulation in region 2 for each individual element in the tensor. The values £,.,v(lI) are the 

Fourier series coefficients in the pennittivity modulation matrices defmed in Eq. (2.32). 

We have extended the technique developed by Moharam and Gaylord to accomodate a 

lamellar grating made in an anisotropic substrate. The fonnulation in our approach is 

applying the Fourier series expansion on the nine pennittivity elements in a dielectric 
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tensor and substracting the corresponding elements in the tensor describing the adjacent 

medium Several test cases are examined in the next section to illustrate this approach. 

4.2.1 Anisotropic Lamellar Grating Analysis 

In the case of a uniaxial material with its optical axis parallel to one of the three 

coordinate axes, two of the diagonal elements in the pennittivity matrix are equal and the 

off-diagonal elements are zero. The pennittivity elements along the diagonal are then 

expanded in Fourier series as described in Eq. (4.2). If region 1 is isotropic and region 3 

is uniaxial with the optical axis along the X direction, then the tensors for the three regions 

become 

0 

~l 
[£~(X) 0 

o ] [' 0 

~ l (4,3) 
[£/ £1lI 

£, = ~ £/ £(x) = ~ £»'(x) o , £~/I = ~ £11/ 

0 £, 0 £u(x) 0 £11/ 

tensor for isotropic tensor for the permittivity tensor for anisotropic 
region 1 modulated anisotropic region 2 region 3 

where £;/1:# £11/' For the upper left diagonal element £~(x) in region 2, the pennittivity 

modulation is 

.. 
£.u(x) = E, + (E'II/ - E,) LE" exp(jhKx) , (4.4) 

Ir=-

and the modulation for the last two diagonal elements, £yy(x) and £zz(x), are 

00 

£yy(x) = Eu(X) =£, +(EII/-E,) L£"exp(jhKx) . (4.5) 
,,=-
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Each element in the tensor representing region 2 is no longer a single term but a sum of 

terms as shown in Eq. (4.1). When light is incident at an angle e with respect to the 

surface normal of a rectangular surface relief grating in an anisotropic material, an O-wave 

and E-wave are formed for each diffracted order as shown in Fig. 4-2. This results 

because the orthogonal components of the incident electric field experience different 

indices. The electric field of the O-wave is perpendicular to the optical axis, and the 

electric field of the E-wave is perpendicular to the field of the O-wave. 

z J-.x 
d 

• oplfcalaxls 

incident 
wave 

E/~~ 
_1° OE +1 

o 

A 

Figure 4-2: O-wave and E-wave at each diffracted order 

x 

Figure 4-3a shows a computer simulation example where both an O-wave and an E-wave 

are diffracted at the + I order. The graph shows diffraction efficiency vs. angle of 

incidence, which is varied from 0° to 89.9° with respect to the surface normal in air. The 

kinks in the efficiency near 13° for the O-wave and 16° for the E-wave are caused by the 

onset of±l orders, which produces a sudden redistribution of energy. 
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This phenomenon is known as the Rayleigh anomaly [Hessel 1965]. Figure 4-3b shows 

the diffraction angle vs. angle of incidence for the diffracted O-wave and E-wave at the + 1 

order. 60"~------------------------------~ 
1 
1 
1 

50t·· .. . '. I j . 1 

t::: I G 40~ ,. 
~ 1 +1 (E) ! 30J ............... I 
~ 20~ I 
Q 10 I ··················· ........... 1 

01"1,.-.-.----.-1 ~~I ............... =----.1,1 
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90 

Figure 4-3b: Diffraction angle vs. angle of incidence for the + 1 transmitted 
O-wave and E-wave 
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For each non-nonnal angle of incidence. the diffracted angles for O-wave and E-wave are 

different because the two orthogonal components experience different indices. The index 

of medium 1 is 1lt = 1.0 and the substrate is calcite with indices 110 = 1.6584 and nE = 

1.4864 at a wavelength of A = 632.8nm. The grating period is A = 0.5J,lm with 50% duty 

cycle. and the relief height is d = 0.57J.lm. In the limit of an isotropic material. the 

diagonal elements in the matrix are equal. Exx = Eyy = Ea. with the off-diagonal elements 

equal to zero. 

There may be instances where separating the two orthogonal components into 

different diffracted orders are required. One such application is in a diffractive 

polarization selective grating. A method of separating the O-wave into the Oth order and 

the E-wave into the ±1 orders is to control the surface relief height [Ohba 1990) such that 

the phase difference between the O-wave travelling in air and in the medium differs by a 

multiple of 27t (constructive interference). and the phase difference for the E-wave is an 

odd multiple of 7t (destructive interference) at the Oth order. Only certain materials with 

the correct no and nE ratios will satisfy this condition. Since the optical path difference 

for the O-wave has an integer multiple of 27t. the light effectively does not interact with 

the grating and all the energy is in the Oth order. We call this condition an absentee 

grating for the O-wave. However. the Oth order of the E-wave destructively interferes. In 

this case. light in the E-wave is diffracted into the ±1 orders by the grating. 
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Figure 4-4: The O-wave at the Oth order and the E-wave at the ±1 orders. 

Figure 4-4 shows the separation of the orthogonal components into different diffracted 

orders. Equations (4.6) and (4.7) describe the conditions for constructive and destructive 

interference. 

27td 
T(no -na) = 27t, 47t, ... = 27tp , (4.6) 

27td 
T(nE -na)=7t,37t, ... = (2p-1)7t , (4.7) 

where p is an integer, na is the index in air, A is the free space wavelength, d is the surface 

relief height, and no and nE are the indices for O-wave and E-wave. With nonnally 

incident light and with the grating vector parallel to the X-axis, the diffracted E-wave is 

not exactly phase matched to satisfy the Bragg condition. This situation is illustrated in 

Fig. 4-5. The Bragg condition is satisfied when the incident wave vector, the diffracted 

wave vector, and the grating vector all fonn a closure with the endpoints of the incident 
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and the diffracted propagation vectors on an ellipse representing the possible k-vectors in 

the medium. 

k-vector diagram for E-wave 

off Bragg: near Bragg: 

--~--------~-------T--~X --~------~~-------r--~X 

gating K-Y9C1or 

Figure 4-5: Bragg conditions for large and small angle of diffraction for the + 1 order 

The ratio of the two indices nE / no determines the ellipticity. When the grating vector is 

large (small grating period) the diffraction efficiency of the E-wave is low because the 

Bragg condition is not satisfied. However, when the grating vector is small (large grating 

period), the Bragg condition is almost satisfied and most of the light diffracts into the ±1 

orders. Therefore, it is expected that the diffraction efficiency decreases for the E-wave 

when the grating period is reduced. This condition was simulated with our model with the 

following conditions. Medium 1 has an index"" =1.0, and medium 2 is a sample of lithium 

niobate, LiNb03, with an 0 index no = 2.300 and an E index nE = 2.208 [Yariv 1984] at a 

wavelength of 632.8nm. lithium niobate is one of the materials which has the correct no 

and nE ratio to give constructive interference for the Oth order of the O-wave and 
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destructive interference for the Oth order of the E-wave as discussed earlier. The optical 

axis is oriented parallel to the X-axis, which is perpendicular to the groove direction. 

When p = 7 in Eqs. (4.6) and (4.7), the thickness d can be solved analytically and is equal 

to 3.4fJ.m for both equations. Therefore, the height of the surface relief in the model is set 

to d = 3.4fJ.m. It is also assumed that the substrate index is matched to the index of the 

grating material, and the grating period, with 50% duty cycle, is varied from 0.5fJ.m to 

15fJ.m. With normally incident light (9 = 0°) and a grating period of Ax = 0.5fJ.m, only the 

±1 orders propagate for the 0 and E waves. Similarly for Ax = 15fJ.m, ±54 orders can 

propagate for the O-wave, and ±52 orders for the E-wave. To ensure the accuracy of the 

rigorous coupled-wave method, all the propagating orders were retained in the analysis. 
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Figure 4-6a: Diffraction efficiency vs. grating period for the transmitted 
O-wave of Oth and + 1 orders. 
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Figure 4-6b: Diffraction efficiency vs. grating period for the transmitted 
E-wave of Dth and + 1 orders 
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Figures 4-6a,b show the diffraction efficiency vs. grating period for the O-wave and the E-

wave. For a large grating period, the diffraction efficiency of the forward propagating Dth 

order O-wave is much larger than the efficiency at the + 1 order. Similarly the diffraction 

efficiency of the + 1 order E-wave is significantly greater than the efficiency at the Dth 

order. The amplitude of the oscillations decreases with increasing grating period. in 

accordance with scalar theory [Swanson 1989. 1991]. which is valid when the grating 

period is large compared with the wavelength of light Scalar theory also predicts that the 

diffraction efficiency is independent of the grating period, which is in agreement with the 

results shown in Fig. 4-6b at large grating periods. The oscillations in ,the diffraction 

efficiency also decrease with increasing grating period. The oscillation period from 5J.1m 
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to 15Jlm is about 0.6Jlm, which corresponds closely to the wavelength of light. We do not 

fully understand this phenomenon and only suspect that the oscillations are caused by the 

interference of light in the cavity of the grating. The irregular variations in efficiency 

between 0.5Jlm and 5Jlm grating period can be explained by the Wood's anomaly [Hessel 

1965], or the Rayleigh anomaly, and the resonance [palmer 1965, Andrewartha 1979] 

within the grooves of the surface relief grating. The Rayleigh anomaly is caused by the 

sudden redistribution of energy when an additional diffracted order appears or disappears. 

Palmer [1965] devised a tentative theory to explain the grating anomalies on the basis of 

the surface wave modes which are supported by the rectangular periodic structure of the 

grating. Andrewartha [1979] used the modal method and assumed that the individual 

modal amplitudes at various complex wavelengths, with a positive imaginary part, have 

poles which give rise to resonance effects in the orders at nearby real wavelengths. He 

determined the trajectories of these poles as functions of groove depth. 

4.2.2 Optical Axis Rotation 

When the optical axis of the material is no longer aligned along the X-axis but 

rotated in the X-Y plane (9 = 90°, 'If = 0° to 90°, see Eq. (2.27)), the O-wave experiences 

the same index but the E-wave interacts with a different index as shown in Fig. 4-7. For 

larger angles of rotation 'If, the effective indices for the O-wave and the E-wave approach 

each other. The two indices are the same when the optical axis is parallel to the Y-axis, or 

normal to the surface plane, with normal incident light. It is predicted that the diffraction 
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efficiencies for the O-wave would be the same for any orientation of the optical axis 

because the O-wave always interacts with the same index. 

air 

medium 

incident 
E-wave 

k 
optical axis 

x 

Figure 4-7: k-vector diagram for rotated optical axis in X-Y plane (9 = 0°). 

For the E-wave, however, our model predicts that the diffraction efficiency will decrease 

for the + 1 order and increase for the Oth order when the optical axis is rotated. This 

results because the change in the E index no longer produces complete destructive 

interference for the Oth order. Also the diffraction efficiency for the Oth order of the E-

wave should approach the efficiency of the Oth order O-wave when the rotation of the 

optical axis increases because the two indices experienced by both waves are nearly equal. 

The diffraction efficiency of the O-wave is computed for all possible orientations 

of the optical axis in the X-Y plane using our computer simulation model. The results are 
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Figure 4-8a: Diffraction efficiency for the E-wave when the optical axis is 
at 'I' = 30° in the X-Y plane. 
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Figure 4-8b: Diffraction efficiency for the E-wave when the optical axis is 
at 'I' = 40° in the X-Yplane 
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Figure 4-8c: Diffraction efficiency for the E-wave when the optical axis is 
at 'V = 60° in the X-Y plane 
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Figure 4-8d: Diffraction efficiency for the E-wave when the optical axis is 
at 'V = 90° in the X-Y plane 
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exactly the same as Fig. 4.6a for the O-wave because it always experiences the same 

index. Figures 4-8a-d show the diffraction efficiency for the +1 order E-wave when the 

optical axis is rotated by 30°, 40°, 60°, and 90°, respectively. The parameters producing 

Figs. 4-8a-d are the same as those for Fig. 4-6a,b except that the optical axis is now 

rotated. With larger rotation angles, the diffraction efficiency of the E-wave decreases for 

the + 1 order and increases for the Oth order because the change in index no longer 

produces complete destructive interference at the Oth order. Figure 4-8d shows 90° 

rotation of the optical axis and it looks very similar to Figs. 4-6a because the indices 

experienced by the O-wave and the E-wave are the same. Their oscillation amplitudes are 

slightly different because of the difference in their electric field orientations with respect to 

the grooves of the grating. The oscillations and the irregular variations in the diffraction 

efficiencies in these figures are caused by the resonance effect and the Wood's anomaly as 

described earlier. The same procedure applies when the optical axis is rotated in the X-Z 

plane and in the X -Y -Z coordinate. Because the computer simulation results agree well 

with our expectation, it gives a strong indication that the approach taken to compute the 

Fourier series coefficients of all the elements in a dielectric tensor, while subtracting the 

corresponding elements in the tensor describing the adjacent medium, is valid. 

If the optical axis of the material is rotated in the X-Z plane with 'If = 90° and a 

varied from 0° to 90° (see Eq. (2.27», the diffracted light is separated into an O-wave and 

an E-wave. When the light is at normal incidence to the surface of the material, the 

indices for the O-wave and the E-wave do not change with the rotation of optical axis 
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because the axis of rotation of the sphere and the ellipsoid coincide with the incident 

propagation vector. Thus, the constructive interference of the O-wave and the destructive 

interference of the E-wave at the Oth order always exist for any optical axis orientation in 

the X-Z plane, and the corresponding diffraction efficiencies remain the same. The 

anisotropic coupled-wave model also predicts these results. 

For other orientations of the optical axis with nonzero X, Y, and Z components, 

the diffraction efficiencies for the O-wave will be the same because the O-wave always 

experiences the same index. For the E-wave, it interacts with different indices, so that 

destructive interference does not always occur for the E-wave at the Oth order. Thus, the 

diffraction efficiencies for the E-wave at the Oth and ± 1 orders will vary for different 

optical axis orientations. The coupled-wave model for gratings fonned in anisotrpic 

substrates also predicts these results. 

A method of calculating the diffraction efficiency of a surface relief grating formed 

in a uniaxial birefringent material has been presented. The analysis allows the optical axis 

of the medium to be oriented in any direction with respect to the grooves of the grating, 

and the incident light to be at any angle of incidence. The basic approach uses a Fourier 

series expansion of each element in the dielectric tensor describing the anisotropic material 

in the rigorous coupled-wave equations. Computer simulations were performed to test the 

Validity of this method. An example using the parameters for a surface relief grating 

fonned in lithium niobate was evaluated with different orientations of the optical axis. The 

results indicate that several unique conditions exist in lithium niobate for diffracting light 
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with one polarization state and passing light in an orthogonal state. These properties can 

be used to fonn polarization selective gratings. 

4.2.3 Application in a WORM Drive 

One application for the polarization selective surface relief grating discussed in the 

previous section is in write-once-read-many (WORM) drives. Figure 4-9a shows the 

conventional method of detecting data from a WORM disk. The horizontally polarized 

light from the laser diode is collimated by the lens. Most of the light then passes through a 

polarization beam splitter cube and onto a A/4 (quarterwave) plate, whose optical axis is at 

45° with respect to the electric field of the incident light. 

optical disk 

lens 

polarization 
beam sp litter 

lens 

laser diode c::::::J 

circularly polarized 

quarterwave plate 

detector 

Figure 4-9a: WORM detection scheme with a PBS cube 
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The light then becomes circularly polarized after it goes through the ')J4 plate. The light is 

focused onto a disk and reflected back. Then it gets recollimated by the lens and passes 

through the ')J4 plate. After going through the ')J4 plate twice, the electric field now 

becomes vertically polarized. The vertically polarized light is reflected by the PBS cube 

and goes to a detector. The WORM disk works by sensing the intensity reflectivity from 

the disk. A recorded 1 has a higher reflectivity than a recorded 0, for example. Figure 4-

9b shows a WORM detection system with the polarization selective grating serving the 

function of the PBS cube. 
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Figure 4-9b: WORM detection system with a holographic PBS grating 
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If the laser is oriented such that the electric field is an O-wave incident, all the light will 

pass through the grating and be focused on the WORM disk. Upon reflection from the 

disk, the electric field will be an E-wave. The E-wave will be diffracted into ±l orders and 

gets focused onto two detectors next to the laser source, which senses the light intensity 

level. This configuration is more compact as compared to the system with the PBS cube. 



Chapter 5: Form Birefringence in a Uniaxial 
Material 
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In this chapter, we have performed a theoretical investigation of the enhanced 

birefringence effects which result from superimposing a lamellar sub-wavelength period 

grating on a uniaxial birefringent material. 

5.1. Introduction 

The rigorous-coupled wave model for anisotropic materials is used in the analysis 

[Han 1994, Glytsis, 1987]. When a sub-wavelength grating is made in an isotropic 

material, the corrugated substrate exhibits a birefringent effect called form birefringence 

[Born, 1980] and only the Oth order propagates. Because of natural birefringence effects 

associated with their molecular structures, crystals such as quartz and calcite exhibit a 

phase shift that increases linearly with thickness. When a grating with sub-wavelength 

period is made in a negative or positive uniaxial material with the grating vector parallel to 

its optical axis of the material, the overall birefringence will increase because the form 

birefringence is much larger than the intrinsic birefringence of the material. One advantage 

of this combination is that a desired phase shift can be achieved with a reduced thickness 

of the crystal, and the ratio of groove depth to grating period for this anisotropic grating 

can be smaller, which relaxes material and fabrication requirements. We will also examine 
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the transmitted Oth order properties when the grating vector is at an angle with respect to 

the optical axis of the material. The phase shift then becomes nonlinear with thickness 

variation. An explanation is given for the probable cause of this phenomenon. The phase 

shifts for sinusoidal and triangular relief profiles, under the multilayer approximation, are 

also examined. We will1imit the direction of incoming light to normal incidence and keep 

the optical axis parallel to the surface of the material. All data were obtained by computer 

simulation. 

5.2. Induced and Natural Birefringence 

Figure 5-1 shows a lamellar grating formed in an isotropic material, and this 

illustration is used to briefly explain the conditions required for form birefringence. 

According to the grating equation, if the grating period is less than the wavelength divided 

by the index of the material with light normally incident upon the grating. then only the Oth 

order propagates and higher orders are evanescent. With linearly incident polarized light, 

the electric field can be decomposed into two orthogonal components. One component, 

Ell' is parallel to the grooves of the grating and the other component, E J.' is perpendicular 

to them. The component Ell experiences an index nil and E J. experiences n J. . The 

electric field component perpendicular to the grooves experiences a smaller effective index 

than the electric field component parallel to the grooves [Campbell 1995b], i.e. nJ. < nil' 
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Because the two components do not experience the same index, a phase difference occurs 

between them when they exit the medium 

y 

nonnal incident 
light 

)-.x electric field 

z 

isotropic substrate 

induced optical axis .. 
nil index parallel to the grooves 
n.1 index perpendicular to the grooves 
n.1 < nil negative uniaxial 

n 

Figure 5-1: Light nonnally incident on a lamellar grating formed in an 
isotropic substrate 

Thus, an isotropic material with a sub-wavelength grating structure exhibits uniaxial 

birefringence effects, and this is called form birefringence [Born 1980]. The condition for 

the two field components to experience the same index occurs when they lie within the Y-

Z plane. This is satisfied when the direction of propagation of light is along the X 

direction or parallel to the grating vector, referring to Fig. 5-1. The optical axis of a 

uniaxial birefringent material is dermed as the direction of propagation of light where the 

two orthogonal electric field components experience the same index of refraction. Thus, 
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the optical axis induced by the sub-wavelength grating structure is perpendicular to the 

grooves or parallel to the grating vector. 

Figure 5-2a shows a retardation waveplate and the mechanism for producing a 

phase shift With linearly polarized light normally incident upon a uniaxial birefringent 

material with thickness d, the crystal separates the light into two orthogonal components 

with respect to the natural optical axis of the material. One is an ordinary wave (O-wave), 

whose electric field is perpendicular to the optical axis, and the other is an extraordinary 

wave (E-wave), whose electric field is perpendicular to the field of the O-wave. 

k. -lJ:!a-

phase shift between 
o and Ewaves 

normal incident 
light 

z 

DO= 1.5443 

D E= 1.5534 

A. = SS9.3nm 

Figure 5-2a: Light normally incident on a homogenous quartz substrate 

The magnitude of the decomposed 0 and E waves depends upon the orientation of input 

electric field with respect to the optical axis of the material. The phase shift between the 

two components exiting the crystal is 
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(5.1) 

where no and nE are the indices for the 0 and E waves, respectively. The phase shift 

between 0 and E waves is unchanged when the thickness of the material remains fIxed. 

Having different magnitudes for the two orthogonal components due to different 

orientation of input electric field with respect to the optical axis does not affect the phase 

shift. Figure 5-2b is a graph showing the relationship between phase shift and thickness as 

described in Eq. (5.1). The material used for analysis is a quartz crystal with indices 

no = 1.5443 and nE = 1.5534 at a wavelength 589.3nm [Hecht, 1989]. The point where 

the two dotted lines intersect shows that a thickness of about 16.2J.lm gives a phase shift 

of 90°. Quartz is a positive uniaxial crystal because no < nE • 
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Figure 5-2b: Phase shift vs. thickness for quartz substrate 
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5.3 Phase Shift Analysis 

In this section, we examine the effect of fonning a surface relief grating in a 

birefringent substrate. When the grating is made such that the induced optical axis is 

aligned with the natural optical axis, the material exhibits uniaxial properties. 

y 

)-.x 
z 

• top view 

normal incident 
light 

natural optical axis (noa) 
induced optical axis (ioa) 

-grating vector K 
> 

quartz substrate 

Figure 5-3a: Light normally incident on a sub-wavelength lamellar grating formed in a 
quartz substrate. 

When the induced optical axis is not aligned with the natural optical axis, then the 

corrugated uniaxial birefringent material exhibits biaxial birefringent effects. Figure 5-3a 

shows a lamellar grating made in a uniaxial birefringent substrate with the grating vector 

IK I and the natural optical axis parallel to the X-axis. The incoming light is linearly 
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polarized and at nonna! incidence. Figure 5-3b shows the phase shift vs. thickness of the 

transmitted Oth order with and without the presence of a grating. 
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Figure 5-3b: Phase shift vs. thickness for a lamellar grating in a quartz substrate with 
parallel natural and induced optical axes 

The thickness of the grating is defined to be the height of the grooves. The parameters are 

the same as that of the quartz substrate. The grating period is 0.15J.1m with 50% duty 

cycle. The solid line represents the phase shift of light after travelling through quartz 

without a grating and the dashed line with a grating. The grating on quartz substrate has a 

larger slope (dotted line) and more birefringence than the quartz substrate alone (solid 

line). With a sub-wavelength grating period etched in the crystal, the required thickness of 
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the material to achieve a 90° phase shift is about 1.3J.un. which is much less than 16.2Jlm 

for the uniaxial material alone. 

A rigorous-coupled wave method of computing diffraction efficiencies and 

polarization of light diffracted from a surface relief grating in anisotropic materials has 

been described in Chapter 4. The output of the model gives complex amplitude values for 

the X, Y, and Z components of the reflected Rai' REi and the transmitted TOi' TEi orders, 

where subscript i represents the ith diffracted order and the subscripts 0 and E represent 

the ordinary and extraordinary components. Equations (5.2) and (5.3) show the 

decomposition of the diffracted amplitude into 0 and E components and the computation 

of phase shifts between the two orthogonal components. With normal incidence of light, 

the direction of the electric field of the O-wave is perpendicular to the optical axis and the 

direction of the electric field for the E-wave is parallel to the optical axis. When the 

optical axis rotates, the electric fields for the 0 and E waves rotate accordingly. The unit 

vector for the O-wave is represented by the cross product of the optical axis C with the 

surface normal n divided by the magnitude of the cross product. The unit vector for the 

E-wave is the optical axis. 

A. A. A A, 

E=C=Cx+Cz JC Z 

(5.2) 

The coordinate system is defined such that the optical axis is restricted to rotate in the X-Z 

plane, and the y component of the optical axis is equal to zero. The equations used to 

obtain the phase shift are 
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(5.3) 

I-I ~ - A 2 - A 2 TOi = (To; ·O)n + (Toi ·0)"" 

9 - tan-1(TEi • E)im) 
Ei - - x 

(TEi • E)" 

phase shift = $ = 9Ei -90i 

* use atan2( ) in computer program 

where the subscripts re and im represent the real and imaginary parts, respectively. We 

use atan2( ) instead of atan( ) in our computer program to determine which quadrant the 

phase belongs. The phase difference $ between 9Ei and 90; is defmed as the phase shift 

and gives the polarization of the transmitted diffracted beam. These equations were used 

in our model to obtain the graphs in Figs. 5-3b, 5-4b,c, and 5-5a-d. 

Figure 5-4a shows that the natural optical axis is in the X-Z plane at an angle 'If 

with respect to the X-axis, which is parallel to the grating vector. The groove direction of 

the lamellar grating remains fIxed as a point of reference. Even though the quartz 

substrate is a uniaxial material, it effectively has two optical axes, one natural and the 

other induced, and they mayor may not be in the same direction. Figure 5-4b shows the 

phase shift vs. thickness for 0° to 40° angular rotations of the natural optical axis with 

respect to the grating vector K. and Fig. 5-4c extends this rotation from 50° to 90°. The 

solid line, representing 0° rotation in Fig. 5-4c, is included for comparison purposes. As 

the rotation angle increases in Fig. 5-4b, the phase shift response takes a staircase-like or 

oscillatory behavior. 
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Figure 5-4a: Rotation of the natural optical axis in the X-Z plane with respect to the 
induced optical axis 
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Figure 5-4b: Phase shift vs. thickness for 0° to 40° optical axis rotation 
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The phase shift goes through cycles of fast and slow variation with increasing thickness. 

Each cycle is 1800 apart. The graphs in Fig. 5-4c show that the phase shifts become more 

linear with increasing optical axis rotation, which has the opposite effect as compared to 

those in Fig. 5-4b. The oscillations can be modeled by energy coupling between the two 

pairs of 0 and E-waves. a total of four waves, present in the grating. 

This can be best understood by referring to Fig. 5-5a-d where the oscillation in 

phase shift of the Oth order decreases when the angle of incidence is further away from the 

Bragg angle. The grating in this example is lamellar with 50% duty cycle and is made in 

an isotropic medium. The incident medium is air with index na = 1.0 and the index of the 
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grating and exiting medium is equal to n = 1.5 at a wavelength A = 488nm. The grating 

period is 0.325J.1m, which equals the wavelength of light divided by the index of the 

grating medium. The Bragg angle occurs when the angle of incidence is 48.6° with 

respect to the surface nonnal in air, and the thickness of the grating is varied from OJ.1m to 

5J.1m. Figure 5-5a shows the phase shift of the Oth order when the angle of incidence is at 

the Bragg angle (48.6°). Figures 5-5b, 5-5c, and 5-5d show the phase shift when the 

angle of incidence (referenced with respect to the surface normal) is at 40°, 20°, and 10°, 

respectively. We see that as the angle of incidence goes further away from the Bragg 

angle, the oscillation of the phase shift at the Oth order is reduced. In Figs. 5-5a-d, the Oth 

and + 1 order propagate and there are two pairs of TE and TM waves. One pair is from 

the Oth order and the other from the +1 order. The grating couples the TE waves of the 

Oth and + 1 order and causes energy transfer between them. The same applies to the TM 

waves. It can also be viewed that the TE waves from the Oth and + 1 order interfere and 

the two TM waves also interfere in the grating. The interference among similar electric 

fields may cause the phase shift to have an oscillatory behavior. This interaction is at a 

maximum at the Bragg angle and causes the phase shift at the Oth order to change 

somewhat unpredictably with discontinuties as shown in Fig. 5-5a. In Fig. 5-5b, the angle 

of incidence is 40°, which is not at the Bragg angle, and the phase shift becomes staircase

like or oscillatory in a more predictable manner. In Fig. 5-5c, the angle of incidence is 20° 

and the oscillatory phase shift is smaller than that in Fig. 5-5b, and in Fig. 5-5d, the angle 

of incidence is 10° and the oscillatory phase shift is almost non-existent With the angle of 
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incidence further from the Bragg angle, the diffracted energy into the + 1 order is weaker. 

Since the energy in the TE and TM waves in the + 1 order is small, the coupling strength 

with the TE and TM waves in the Oth order decreases. This explains for the smaller 

oscillatory phase shift when the angle of incidence goes further away from the Bragg 

angle. 

In our case, there are no ±1 orders propagating in the uniaxial material because of 

the sub-wavelength grating period on the substrate. However, there are effectively two 

optical axes in the uniaxial birefringent material: one is induced and the other is natural. A 

homogeneous uniaxial birefringent material separates an incoming electric field into an 0-

wave and an E-wave with respect to its optical axis. Since there are two optical axes, we 

use the model that two pairs of 0 and E waves are generated. One pair is generated with 

respect to the natural optical axis, and the other pair is generated with respect to the 

induced optical axis. The O-wave from one pair can interfere with the 0 and E waves 

from the other pair. The same applies for the E-wave. Because there are waves 

interfering with one another in the medium, the grating couples similar field components 

and the phase shift response becomes oscillatory. When both optical axes are collinear, 

the two pairs of 0 and E waves become degenerate, and there is no interference between 

the 0 and E waves because they are mutually orthogonal and the grating does not couple 

them. This explanation agrees with Fig. 5-4b where the phase shift is a straight line for 0° 

optical axis rotation. 
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When the optical axes are perpendicular (90°) to each other, the two pairs of 0 and E 

waves also become degenerate and there is no coupling. Figure 5-4c validates the 

prediction that as the rotation angle increases toward 90°, the nonlinearity in the phase 

shift decreases. 

A simplified explanation of why the birefringence is higher for positive uniaxial 

crystal when the optical axis is rotated by 90° instead of 0° is shown in Figs. 5-6a,b. 

When the optical axis is parallel, that is at 0° with respect to the grating vector as shown 

in Fig. 5-6a, the effective index neff'p that the perpendicular electric field component EJ. 

experiences is less than the nE index for a homogeneous quartz material without a grating, 

i.e. neff'p < nE • It has been shown previously [Campbell 1995b] that form birefringence 

reduces the index of the material in the direction parallel to the grating vector. The E;, 

component experiences an index no' and the phase shift is 

(5.4) 

When the optical axis is perpendicular, at 90° with respect to the grating vector as shown 

in Fig. 5-6b, the effective index n,/f.o that E J. experiences is less than the no index for a 

homogeneous quartz material, i.e. neff.o < no' The E;, component experiences an index nE , 

and the phase shift is 
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Figure 5-6b: Optical axis is perpendicular to the grating vector 
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(5.5) 

Since quartz is a positive uniaxial crystal with no < nE , the difference between indices 

becomes (nE - neff,o) > (neff.E - no)' This explains why the phase shift is larger when the 

natural optical axis is at 90° with respect to the grating vector than at 0°. For a negative 

uniaxial crystal, the opposite effect occurs. 

A more accurate representation for the phase shift due to fonn birefringence has 

been given by Born and Wolf [Born, 1980]. Figure 5-7 shows a model of a surface relief 

grating as an assembly of thin parallel plates. 
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Figure 5-7: A surface relief grating modeled as an assembly of thin parallel plates 
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The arrows pointing in the X-direction in the parallel plates indicate the required direction 

of electric field to experience a pennittivity E l. • The same idea applies to the arrows 

pointing in the Z-direction. The pennittivities that the parallel and the perpendicular 

electric field components experience are 

(S.6) 

where tl is the thickness of a fringe, t2 is spacing between fringes, h = tl / (t1 + t2) and 

h = t2 / (t1 + t2) are the fraction of the total volume occupied by the fringe planes and by 

the surrounding medium, respectively. EUI and Ell. are the pennittivities of the medium, 

and E2f1 and E 2l. are the pennittivities of the adjacent medium. Equation (S.6) was derived 

from scalar theory. We will assume that the medium between the fringe planes is air, and 

that the surface relief grating has a SO% duty cycle with 1; = h = O.S. When the optical 

axis is parallel to the grating vector, the index that the parallel electric field component Et, 

experiences is "" = .JE;; = 1.301, where EIII = I.S443 and E2I1 = 1. The index that the 

perpendicular component El. experiences is nl. = .JE: = 1.189, where Ell. = l.SS34 and 

Ell. = I. The corresponding phase shift is 

(S.7) 

where d = IJ.1m and A = S89.3nm. This value is obtained by scalar theory. In the rigorous 

coupled-wave method, which is in the realm of vector theory, the phase shift obtained is 

66.67°. The results show that these two methods are in close agreement. When the 
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optical axis is perpendicular to the grating vector, the index that the parallel electric field 

component E1, experiences is n" =.JE; = 1.306, where Em = 1.5534 and E2J, = 1. The index 

that the perpendicular component experiences is nl. =,J£; = 1.187, where Ell. 1.5443 and 

Ell. = I. The corresponding phase shift is 

IPOAL = 2; (n" - n l.)d = 72.86° . (5.8) 

In the rigorous coupled-wave method, the phase shift obtained is 71.63°, which also 

shows close agreement 

One advantage of making sub-wavelength grooves at an angle other than 0° and 

90° with respect to the optical axis of the material is that the depth to period ratio of the 

grating can be reduced while keeping the same phase shift We see in Figs. 5-4b,c that the 

phase shift vs. thickness response becomes staircase-like when the grating vector and the 

optical axis are rotated. The grating period was kept fixed at O.ISJ.1m with a 50% duty 

cycle. As the thickness increases, the aspect ratio between depth and period of the grating 

increases. When the optical axis and the grating vector are parallel (at 0°), the required 

thickness to achieve an 80° phase shift is about 1. I J.1m. The depth to period ratio of the 

groove is about 7.3: 1. To fabricate a grating with this geometry will be very difficult 

When the optical axis and the grating vector have an angular separation of 50°, the 

required thickness to achieve an 80° phase shift is about 0.6J.1m. The depth to period ratio 

of the grooves is about 4: 1. A grating with this aspect ratio can be made, and this is 

clearly one advantage of making a grating at an angle with respect to the optical axis. 
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The birefringence from sinusoidal, triangular, and rectangular surface relief profiles 

was examined and compared. The fIrst two profIles are approximated by many layers of 

rectangular slabs, and the equations used to match the boundary conditions for each layer 

are shown in the appendix. Because of the limitation of memory size in our computer, the 

number of layers used in the multilayer approximation is 15 and the number of diffracted 

orders kept in the computer program is 21. With more layers and orders kept, the result 

converges toward a solution. The grating period was 0.15J.1m with 50% duty cycle, and 

the indices are set the same as before. The optical axis is parallel to the grating vector in 

all three cases. Figure 5-8 shows the phase shift vs. thickness for three different profIles. 

We see that the rectangular surface relief profIle gives the largest birefringence. 
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Figure 5-8: Phase shift vs. thickness for rectangular. sinusoidal. and triangular surface 
relief profiles 
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We have theoretically investigated the enhanced birefringent effects which result 

from superimposing a sub-wavelength period lamellar grating on a quartz substrate. The 

rigorous coupled-wave method for anisotropic surface relief gratings was used in the 

analysis and the equations needed to compute the phase shift between the orthogonal 

electric field components were derived. The results showed that the sub-wavelength 

period grating induces much more phase shift from form birefringence than from the 

natural birefringence of the quartz substrate. When the natural optical axis and the 

induced optical axis are collinear, the phase shift varies linearly with respect to the 

thickness. The reason is that only an 0 and an E wave are present in the grating and they 

do not interfere. When the two axes are not collinear within the surface plane. the phase 

shift vs. thickness becomes nonlinear with staircase-like response. We conjecture that the 

nonlinearity is caused by the coupling between the two pairs of 0 and E waves which are 

present in the uniaxial substrate with sub-wavelength period grating. A grating couples 

energy between similar electric field components. The birefringence from gratings with 

rectangular. sinusoidal. and triangular proflles were compared and the results showed that 

the grating with rectangular surface relief gives the most phase shift 



Chapter 6: Summary and Future Research in 
Diffraction Gratings 

6.1 Summary 
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The two unique contributions of my dissertation are measuring the perfonnance of 

the holographic polarization selective element in an actual magneto-optic system and 

observing the nonlinear effect of phase shift vs. grating thickness for surface relief grating 

made in uniaxial birefringent substrate. 

This dissertation has shown a method for computing diffraction efficiency and 

polarization of light from volume and surface relief gratings fonned in isotropic and 

uniaxial birefringent materials. It is divided into four sections in four different chapters 

describing: 

1) Derivation of the rigorous coupled wave equations for anisotropic volume 
gratings, 

2) Discussion of the difference in polarization of diffracted and incident light in 
an anisotropic grating; fabrication of a holographic polarization selective 
element and measurement of its performance, 

3) Extension of the rigorous coupled-wave model for anisotropic volume grating 
to compute diffraction efficiency from anisotropic surface relief gratings, 

4) Enhancement in phase shift of the zeroth order from a grating of sub
wavelength period made in a uniaxial birefringent material. 

The first section gives a derivation of the equations used in the rigorous coupled-

wave model for anisotropic volume gratings. It supplements the work of Glytsis and 
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Gaylord and provides more detailed steps leading to the final expressions for computing 

diffraction efficiency and polarization of various diffracted orders. Their work serves as a 

basis to evaluate anisotropic surface relief gratings discussed in Chapter 4. 

The next section described a unique property of an anisotropic volume grating in 

that it may diffract light with different polarization from that of the incident beam with the 

incident and diffracted wave vectors lying in the same plane. Under the same conditions, 

an isotropic grating produces the same polarization for both the incident and diffracted 

beams. The analysis can also be used to compute diffraction efficiencies of gratings made 

in isotropic materials by setting the diagonal elements equal in the permittivity matrix .. 

Another contribution of this work was the design and fabrication of a holographic 

polarization beam splitting in dichromated gelatin. Its performance was measured in a MO 

head tester and compared with a polarization beam splitter cube. An explanation was 

given for the smaller signal to noise ratio at higher data rates. 

The third section describes the extension made to the rigorous coupled-wave 

method for anisotropic volume gratings to accomodate surface relief gratings. The 

approach is to apply a Fourier series expansion to the nine permittivity elements in a 3x3 

dielectric tensor, while subtracting the corresponding tensor describing the adjacent 

medium. Several test cases were examined to show the validity of the algorithm. An 

application for this type of grating is in a WORM detection scheme. 

The last section shows the enhanced phase shift of the zeroth order when a sub

wavelength lamellar grating is made on a birefringent substrate. It shows that the induced 
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birefringence is much larger than the natural birefringence from a homogeneous substrate. 

The nonlinear response of the phase shift in the zeroth order as a function of thickness 

occurs when the natural optical axis of the material and the artificially produced optical 

axis have an angular separation between them. 

6.2 Future Research and on Diffraction Gratings 

All the results concerning sub-wavelength structure on a birefringent material were 

obtained by numerical computation on a computer. Since no paper has been published on 

this subject to the best of the author's knowledge, it would be interesting to compare these 

preliminary results obtained by the rigorous coupled-wave method with the results 

obtained by other numerical techniques such as the modal method, the integral method, 

and the finite element method developed by other researchers. Fabricating a sub

wavelength grating period on a uniaxial birefringent material in the lab for experimental 

verification can also be done in future work. 

One application for etching a sub-wavelength period grating into a birefringent 

material is a 90° retardation waveplate for a very high power laser beam. Conventional 

birefringent material such as calcite is expensive and cannot withstand high temperatures. 

One solution to the heat problem is to use fused silica with an etched sub-wavelength 

period grating. Fused silica is an isotropic material and can withstand very high 

temperature. The form birefringence in the grating causes a phase shift in the laser beam. 
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However, the required height to width ratio of the grating period to achieve a 90° phase 

shift is about 10: I, which is too large to be fabricated. An alternative method is etching a 

sub-wavelength grating period in quartz, which is birefringent and can withstand high 

temperature. Because the same birefringence can be obtained with a smaller thickness of 

the birefringent material, the depth to period ratio of the grating period can be made 

smaller. This relaxes the material and fabrication constraints. 

Another application is in etching sub-wavelength grating periods in electro-optic 

modulators such as a Kerr or a Pockel cell. This device requires a high voltage applied to 

the material to induce birefringent effect, which also depends on the thickness of the 

material. Since the birefringence is enhanced with sub-wavelength grating periods, the 

voltage applied to the material can be smaller and its thickness can be shorter to achieve 

the same birefringence. 

Another extension of the rigorous coupled-wave method is to develop an approach 

to treat gratings formed in biaxial materials. This involves adding a second optical axis 

and setting the electric field tangent to the two normal surfaces. One interesting 

phenomenon to investigate is the effect of imposing a sub-wavelength grating period in a 

biaxial substrate. 

The rigorous coupled-wave method can be extended to treat volume gratings 

formed in optically active materials such as bismuth silicon oxide (BSO). This type of 

material has high photorefractive sensitivity for volume holograms, long holographic 

storage times, and large spatial and angular multiplexing. The applications are in dynamic 
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real-time interferometry, data storage media, and optical processing. The extension 

requires that the two eigenstates of light be left and right circularly polarized when the 

direction of propagation is along the optical axis. This condition needs to be incorporated 

into the rigorous coupled-wave method for the model to compute the efficiencies from 

gratings formed in an optically active substrate. 
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